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IIntrodaction
Christianity is an historical religion. It is made up
of events, or to say the least, springs out of events which,
however peculiar in their origin, form a part of the
history of mankind. The Christian religion has never
professed to spring from an absolutely new and independ-
ent beginning. F. Jackson and K. Lake, therefore, with
their learned collaborators have studied church beginnings
by eliminating the vital experimental elements which
began what came to be the Christian Church. Their
standpoint is that Christianity ’’appears not a single
religion but a complex of many Justified in claiming the
name of Christianity by reason of the thread of historic
continuity which runs through and connects its component
parts For, like all religions v;hen studied critica^^ly,
Christianity is a process, not a result . But I should
say that Christianity is a result , and then a process .
It is certainly true that Christianity is a
result of Judaism. It is a further step in the progress
of revelation. What mischief has resulted from
I. BC,I,p.265.

overlooking this truth, and from treating the earlier and
later dispensations as in all respects on a level!
Judaism was an imperfect, because an inchoate, system.
It was rudimentary, introductory to something better, by
which it W3.S eventually to be superseded. The Hebrev;
Scriptures point forward to an epoch when the Judaistic
system is to resolve itself into something higher.
The words of John the Baptist, '*He must increase, but
I must decrease, " indicate '^ne feeling that belonged to
the highest representatives of the Old Testament economy.
It was felt to be the forerunner of a more perfect system.
Christianity is also a process. Indeed, as
pWrede says
,
’’Athene sprang armed in full power from the head
of Zeus. The theology of Paul had no such origin. It
grew and became like other historical things.”
Christianity had been changed by its passage from. Galilee
to Jerusalem. But "passage from Jerusalem to Antioch had
produced still greater changes. After all, the teaching
of the disciples in Jerusalem contained no elements foreign
to Judaism; .. .but nothing in it represented concession
to Hellenism In Antioch, on the other hand, much that
was distinctly Jewish vjas abandoned, and Hellenistic thought
adopted.”^ By and by there came a fourth act of the
2
.
Paul
,
p.l37«
3
.
Lake
,
Landmark of Early Christianity iP. ^^6 .
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drama: a new mother-city began to rise for the yo'ong
church upon the ruins of the old. '-^'he authority of
Jerusalem had been superseded by the dominance of Antioch;
and the dominance of Antioch was in turn to give place to
the sovereignty^ of ^ome.
Indeed, Christianity was a result, and also a
process. Then, we may ask, why? From time to time men
find themselves forced to reconsider current and inherited
beliefs and ideas, to gain some harmony between present
and past experience, and to reach a position vi/hich shall
satisfy the demands of feeling and reflection and confidence
for forcing the future. Religion is, therefore, an essential
going out in search of completeness and wholeness of life,
a quest for life in its qualitative wealth of content as
well as in its quantitative fulness and range. Therefore,
since Paul was the originator of Christian theology—of
the full exposition and development in a didactic ajid
doctrinal form of the Christian consciousness, if we desire
to trace Christianity as a process, we have to go to Paul
himself, his experience and ever-changing environment, for
it is not possible to distinguish personality from the
concrete environing interests and values associated with it.
This is also true if the personality be that of a social
solidarity. Therefore, I agree sincerely with Otto
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4Pfleiderer ’ s reference in his Hibbert Lecture on the
Influence of the Apostle Paul on the Development of
Christianity .> to ’’the historical significance of the
Apostle Paul, his personality and doctrine, his relation
to Jesus and the First Church, no less than his influence
on the development of Christianity in early and recent
4times . ''
The Pauline Theology is the emipirical theology;
so the Apostle’s experiences on the road to Damascus and on
his missionary journeys are very important for the
formiUtion of the Pauline Theology. However, v^/e cannot
neglect the voices of these questions; (1) v/hat are the relations
with Judaism., Hellenism, and mystery-religions in Paul’s
concepts of soteriology, Christology, and ecclesiology? and
(2) how v»;as the Pauline theology influenced by the religion
of Jesus: The purpose of this paper is not to give a solution to
thd.problem o.f relation existing between the Pauline Theology
and its historical and religious backgrounds, but to indicate
the probability of the relations among them and possible evidances
of these relations in the Pauline Epistles.
4.p.4f

Part I
Description of the Pauline Theology
»
I. The Pauline Epistles
A. The Sources of the Pauline Theology
Two i]Jiportant questions may be asked concerning
Paul’s Christian Theology: '‘liere did he get it? and
'Vhence do we obtain our knowledge of it? It is ’with the
latter of these questions that we are now to be occupied.
3y "sources" is here meant the literary miaterials avail-
able for becoming acquainted 'with the great Apostle’s
characteristic way of thinking on the leading themes
conriected with the Christian faith.
If we wanted to know, as far as is possible,
all that Paul thought on any tof ic relating to the faith,
we should have to regard all his extant Epistles as our
sources, and our first task would be to ascertain to the
best of our ability ho'.; many of the separate v.ritings
ascribed to him in the Mev; Testament are authentic. If,
on the other hand, our aim be to determine the nature of
the distinctively Pauline type of Christianity, to make
ourselves acquainted v;ith what Paul called his ':os: el
, v/hich
rr
we call Faulinisrii
,
it is really not necessary to do more
than study carefully four of the reputedly Pauline
Epistles: those to the Galatians, Corinthians, and
Romans respectively.
Cn-ong these considerations a foremost place is
due the fact that the four Epistles referred' to are
generally recognized by biblical critics of all schools as
indubitably genuine. These four in question have the
advantage of being more or less controversial and doctrinal
in their nature. This is not advantageous in all
respects. T polemical origin is in some vways ]rejudicial
to the quality and value of a .;riting. Controversy
readily leads to the placing of an undue emphasis on some
aspects of truth to the neglect of others not in
themselves unimportant. It- involves an unwelcome descent
from the serene region of intuition to the lower and
stormier region of argumentation, Cn both accounts the
quality of temporariness is apt to characterize all con-
troversial writings. 'hen the occasion is past, the
one-sideness to which it gave rise ceases to satisfy.
Arguments which held at the time when the controversy
raged los6 their cogency, though the truths they were
employed to defend T_'Ossess perennial importance. Yet,
on the other hand, the literature of a great debate, v;hich
<
7forms a crisis in the religious history of the vvorld,
must possess an exceptional and Lmperishable worth.
The thoughts of men at such a time are clear, for they
define themselves against those of opponents. Te have
a tvvo-fold clue to their meaning: their own words, and
the views of those against whom they contend. Then
the deepest thoughts of men’s minds are brought to
light at such a crisis. Conflict sets their heart on
fire, and stimulates to the uttermost their intellectual
powers
5
they say thereibre ,wha,t is as dear to them as
life, and they say all in vhe mosu energetic manner.
These remarks have their full application to the
four Epistles which we may conveniently distinguish as
the Controversial and Doctrinal group among the Pauline
Epistles. The issue involved is clear; v/e have no
difficulty in knowing what were the views of those against
whose evil influence the apostle sought to fortify the
churches to which he wrote. The issue is vital. The
controversy concerns nothing less than the nature and
destiny..!^:: of Christianity. Here, therefore, we may
expect to learn what Paul deemed central and essential
in the Christian faith; to get to the very bottom of his
mind and heart as a believer in Jesus, all the more because the
foes he fights are not only the men of his own house,

but the very impersonation of his former self. They
advocate v\/hat he once held, they represent religious
tendencies vvhich formerly made him a determined enemy of
Christianity, and relentless j. ersecutor of all V/ho bore
the Christian name. V/ith what passion, yes, and with
v;hat pathos he must throw himself into such a quarrel I
V/e may expect to find, in v/hat he writes bearing thereon
not merely much fresh, original truth trenchantly
expressed, but here and there autobiographical hints,
involuntary self-revelations, the man unveiled along-
side of the theologian. So it will be our own fault
if in our hand these writings become dry scholastic
productions
.
Sven in references to what is specific or
pjeculiar in later Spistles, v;e may find a sufficient
indication of Paul’s view in the Controversial group.
So, for example, in the case of what we call the Prison
Sp;istles, whose special characteristic is the prominence
given to Christology, on which account they are sometime
distinguished as the Christolbgical group. (This groups
includes the Spmstles to the Sjjhesi'^w, Philipiian, and
Colossian Churches; also the Epistle to Philemon, ,.hich
however, possesses no doctrinal significance. Of the
Christological Epistles the authenticity of Philip'pians
r
is least doubted, that of E^ihesians most.) There is
liUite enough Ghristology in the four great Controversial
Epistles to show us what Paul thougl.t concerning the grea
object of the Christian faith and reverence. The Christo
logical Epistles contain interesting and valuable
statements concerning the Lord Jesus which repay earnest
study, but the Christ- idea of these Epistles embraces
little, if anything, essential in advance of v/hat can be
gathered from the related texts’ in the Controversial
Epistles. The person of Christ is more p.'rominently the
theme of the former as compared with the latter, but the
doctrine taught is not pronouncedly higher, though it
is applied in a new direction.
Besides these two groups of the Epistles, there
are two others containing respectively the earliest and
the latest of It^ul's reputed writings, preserved in the
Lew Testament, the one consisting of the tvvO Epistles
to the Church of Ttessalonica
,
the other of the two to
Timothy and the one to Titus, called from their leading
subject-matter the Pastor-'l Epistles. Neither of these
gi'oups yields a contribution of importance to Faulinism,
if we use the term to denote not what Paul v;rote casually
on any subjects vdiatever connected with the Christian
faith, but the distinctively Pauline system of thought on
c<L
‘4
essential aspects of the faith. In the former are to be
found no definite, specific formulation of belief, but
only general and elementary statements of truth; v.'hile
the latter, in so far as they refer to matters of faith,
only repeat familiar lauline ideas as coLm.onplaces , their
proper occasion and si'eciality being to supi ly directions
V, iuh reference to ecclesiastical organization.
Tliese four groups of Epistles, v/ritten at
different times, the earliest separated from the latest
by a period of some sixteen years, naturally suggest
a question which may here be briefly touched on. 7v>.s
there any growth in Paul’s mind in relation to Christianity,
or must we conceive of his systeni of Christian thought
as the same at all stages of his history, poured out at
the first in one gush, so to speak, and setting thereafter
into unchangeable rigid form? On this ,^uestion opinion
is greatly divided. Oabatier^ earnestly contend'^ for
growth, and makes it his business to pr*ove and e::hibit it
by analysis of the different groups of the Epistles,
beginning v ith the Epistles to the ThessalOnians
,
called
the fission group, and supposed to show the Apostle’s v;ay
of thinking before the great controversial and the Chris tological
groups wereewritten andogaVe away tolthe Pastoral. , "Pfleiderer,
1 . Apostle Paul ,
2. Paulinism
,
1. "introduction."
ii
4..,
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on the other hand, inclines to the other alternative.
The difference betv/een these t.vo authors, ho-/ever, does
not consist in this that one affirms and the other denies
the 6y>.istence of traces of advance, development, or modi-
fication of view within the ranje of the Tp is ties ascribed
to Paul. The point of difference is that the one holds
that the growth was in Paul’s own view and teaching, and the
other that the growth was not in Paul, but in Paulinism;
that is,- in the concei-tion of Christianity which took its
origin from Paul, and its main features were adopted by s '
sec'cion of the Church, and in the h-ands of his follovvers
underwent expansion and modification. The facts built
on in the maintenance of the two- rival hypotheses are
much the same. They are such as these, that in the
Epj sties to the Colossians, for exam],le, a somewhat
higdier view of the Person of Christ is presented than in
the four undisputed Epistles; that Christ's work is there
regarded from a somewhat novel viev\r; that a less purely
negative attitude towards the lav/ is therin assur^ed than
that v/hich characterizes the Controversial Epistles: and
that the whole subject of Christianity is contemplated
in a iWetaphysical way sub specie aeternitatis , rather
than in the historical manner of the earlier Epistles.
The use made of the facts is very different. Cne says:
•• «L
\ . 'll -vr. . "r
k • -V
'
c
<
Having regard to such facts, it is evident to me that Paul’
mind underwent a process of vital growth as years passed,
and new circuriistances arose to stin.ulate that- ever active
,
powerful intellect to fresh thought on the great theme
.hich engrossed its attention. The other says: 3!aving
regard to these i.henornena, I have no hesitation in
affirming that this istle to the Colossians is not
of Pauline authorship, though T am sure it proceeded from
the Pauline school, for the affinities between it and
the undoubted v^ritings of Paul are very marked.
when we discuss the sources of the Pauline
Theology, we cannot forget a number of reports cf
Paul’s discourses in the Book of the '.cts. In my judg-
ment, critic im has not shaken the long cherished opinion
that the author of the Acts 'was Lnke, who v;as a member of
the Apnstle’s company during a portion of his missionary/-
activity. If this be correct, the writer must have been
a frequent listener to the Apostle’s preaching, and
./ould be able no report his discourses with substantial
accuracy. Whatever difficulties, then, may attend the
interpretation of details or the question of the sources
and p'reservation of the report, there is no adespjate
reason to question the narrative of the Acts in its
testimony to the main truths which Paul smr hasized in his
ci
i
I
<
missionary preaching,
^.0 I shall use for the emi.hasis of this xaper,
the Controversial or doctrinal group as the most irm ortant
source and the lissionary group as the least, and the
Prison group and usametimes the 'Acts.
'V?- w
"'"S
€
0:.
'!
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The ly^'ture of the Pauline Sristlesr>^ •
Originally Paul had never aimed to leave any
documents v;hich ould become classics. Tor him evnngeli
uas the primary task, and he v as never concerned sc much
to take the pen in his hand. He kept busy journeying
from tov/n to city, desiring to preach the Ccspel to as
many as possible. It is, indeed, true that thei*e were
many pi-oblems in the churches established by Paul, and
he wanted to direct them and solve these problems by
coming hiiuself. But, in the case of impossibility
,
he Wc
obliged to take the secondary method, that is, writing-
letters to them.
How v;e have thirteen so-called Pauline Ep'istle
and we can assume that Taul miight have written manv more
letters. The important point in the study of the Paulin
Epistles is '-a. thrt the Epistles w'ere written
according to the demands and the concrete circumstances
the churches, not. to make an abstract description of his
thought. Paul v;rote th.se down sti-aightly and directly
I
the sincerity of his hear-t, Vi/ishing to rescue the churche
from the dangers confronti'.,g them, and to lead theia to
the right way. As Deissmann points cut, therefore,
Paul’s Euistles are Letters in the real sense.
<
Hi-
15
•\c cording to Deissmarij^ the is ties of F^ul
are not literary; they are re: 1 letters, not eFi-tles;
they were '.vritts-n hy Faul not for the ]utlic and ycsterity,
but for the ; ersoiss to \dicrfie they are addressed, ilnxst
all the mistakes that have been node in the study of
v ul’s life and work have arisen froi- nealect of the
fact that his .ritings a--e ncn-literary and letter-lik-e
in cherracter.
vhat then is a letter? '..nd that is sn eyistle?
A letter serves separated peot'le instead of cor.versation
.
It is an "I'' that sreaks to a "You." Ir.di^^idual and
personal, intended only for the jersons addressed, it is
not destined for rublication; even by custom and ri^ht
it is irot'.cted from publication. It is rivate
.
The real letter is unliterary, Just as is a. r^yeitt or
a lease. It concerns only the one v/ho has .ritten it,
and the one who is to oy.n it. Its contents are as varied
as life itself. The letter may be triflin^, coiuT.on] lace
,
passionate, kindly, irivial
,
\vearisor..e, and it may reflect
A.
httuan fate or fondly tragedy, i-oviitg the so' Is of aniters
and recipient to meuntadn heights c. to abysmal depths.
It is othera, ise aith the epistle. It is a
lit...rary artistic foim*, like the drama , the e’ igram, the
dialogue. The epistle has only the cuter form of a
1 » Li, :ht from the Ancient East , y
raul, p.
.
224 ff,
Il
<
€
letter; apart from that it is the op^posite of the real
letter. It intends to interest and influence a luhlic,
or even the public. If the letter is private, the
epistle is a marketable article. Thus the epistle is
distinpuished from the letter. So Deissmann insists
the Epistles of Paul are not e] istles but letters , and
he has a great confidence in his opinion by comparison
of uhe formula of haul’s Epmstles with the corresponding
eculiarities of the p.apyrus-letters of the same a.ge.
haul expresses frankly his own feeling,
intention, and belief, in these Ej istles. dccordingly
we can touch directly Paul’s heart and personality throu
reading these Epdstles. In this sense, the Pauline
Epdstles are haul’s autobiography as a whole. \t the
same time it is not appropriate to believe that the
Pauline Eg. isties v/ere written accidentally because there
is come reason to believe that F’ ul would exp.'ect his
Epistles to be read widely (Col. 4:l6). The Epistle to
the Ephesians is a sort of circular letter as generally
recognized, which v/as written in expectation that it mig
be forv^arded to unknown churches. The Epistle to the
Galations was vritten to the Churches in G-^lutia.
There is no question that the Epistle to the lonmns was
•7^
written to the Church of Rome; however, it is also well
recognized that Paul intended to rile up the eternal
truth in the form of the temporal letter, expecting wide-
reading grours.
The Ri'istles of Paul are p'rivate letters with
a practical nature, written for the unity and discipline
of the churches, or the propagation of the Gospel.
Therefore, the receivers were generally churches, and
the letters were expected to be read before the congre-
gation (I Thess. 4:16). Moreover, as the sender, Paul
wrote them in the capcicity of an Ipcstle, the builder of
the Church, and the father of their faith, and Iso he
placed his name with those of other apostles and fellov..-
.orkers, and naturally these letters may not be identifie
with a private letter from person to jerson. Therefore,
as it ’w ere
,
the public nat'ure is added to then:, '"nd as
a result the emp>hasis is on the truth of the general
gospel and the description of theologic: 1 thoughts : this
is the reason that Paul’s Epistles are long, and the
contents are complex and discuss many topics,
Paul did not 'write the epistles by his own hand
but through dictation. P^e stood up before an amanuensis,
and spoke orally as though teaching; many scholars. _j^.oint
put that Paul’s Epistles convey the picture of Paul’s
fA
preaching tone. So when we read then, we can hear the
living Paul speaking to us; lo.ul’s thought and esp.ecially
his feeling move r nd weave many figures according to
dangers of people and their c^ttitudes as these appeared
before him. The gentle salutation and gratitude become
iiiiTi.ediately criticism and warning to the churches, attack
on opponents, ..ords of self-defense and severe reproof;
and his pungent satire changes to ..ords of gentle comfort
and to reports of facts and information of his Journey-
plan. Among them Paul’s cool instructions, answers to
questions, and discussions are mixed.
On this point, we, therefore
,
hav- to give some
p
correction to Deissman’s enqhasis.- .\s Ivloffatt says,
D^issmann’s theory is valuable but makes too narrow an
antithesis. Indeed, Paul’s Epistles are the combination
of cheerfulness of the private letter and powerfulness of
the public epistle. The Pauline Epistles are ’’partially
by the circulation of really personal letters, and
partially by the adaptions of the epistolary form' for
public or semi-public end.”
2. Tntro'. to the Literature of the r, AC, f1:' * ^ J •
4/V
II, The Pauline Theology
A. The Feature of the Pauline Theology
The empirical theology--the theology of the
personal experience which is not contradictory to the
theology of faith— is the main feature of the Pauline
Theology; we can call it ’^Theolodie von Innen'* , as
Harnack says. Of course, in Paul’s theology many elements
are mingled and there exist even some strange or addi-
tional things which should be explained by the Old
Testament, the Judaistic traditions, or Hellenistic and
Oriental religious thoughts. But there is no doubt that
the theology of Paul is the production of his clear
religious thoughts. Nor .is there;' any doubt that the
theology of Paul is the production of his clear religious
experience. If we ignore this fact, the Pauline Theology
is a strange compilation of beliefs and thoughts. As a
fact, the adverse decision on integrity and genuineness
of the individual epistle, given by strict classification
and detailed analysis, could not hold so long its binding
i [ 4 . I ^
':3
.iff
Force, because there s.ppears so clearly the longtitude of
Paul's peculiar experience, v/hich pierces through every part
of his Epistles. It is true that the majority of the
G-entile Churches were founded by persons who adopted the
life of v/andering preacher a.s a life career. Doubtless
there v/ere some such; but they differed in one essential
point from the modern missiona.ry. The modern missionary
is a man v/ith a profess i..nal training; he goes out to hecathen
land with a complete Nev; Testament in his hands, v;hich he
interprets in accordance v/ith a theology, and a tradition of
discipline and devotion, which it has taiien centuries to
I
evolve. As Canon Streeter says, "The Primitive Church
had no Nev/ Testament, no thought- out-theology
,
no stereotyped
traditions. The man v/ho took Christianity to the Gentile
v/orld had had no special training, only a great experience."
Here v/e can see dinstinctively that the Pauline Theology^ is
indeed, forever the T'eolog^/ of Paul. Of course \/e cannot
close our eyes to influences from otlierr:! and connection or
relation v:ith the surrounding vrorlds in the study of the
Pauline Theology, v/ith a disregard of the results of the
historical-religious investigation of the Primitive Church.
4qI . The Primitive Church, p
^4
f .
1
I-
i
n
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If- therefore v/e emphasize so much the empirical theology
of Paul, vie have to expect the Pise of a problem con-
cerning "hov/ much are influences from others evident in
the formation of the Pauline Theology?"
For the present, when we see it in the circle
of Paul's life itself, the things which have had the most
important meaning in the formation of the Pauline Theology,
2
as I said already, are his conversion and evsnagelism.
2. Scholars v;ho see the Pauline Theology as the
Hellenistic thoughts or religions in close relation to
each other, have some tendency to ignore the meaning
of the conversion v/hich resulted in the change of
Paul's personality. G-enerally, ones v/ho belong to
the Relimionsmeschichtliche Schule have this tendency.
It is, however, accepted generally that Paul's conversion
is a source of his gospel, a.nd its story is v/ritten at
several olaces in his Epistles and the Acts ('3-al.I:I3-
I6; I Cor. $:I, 15:3-10; II Cor. 4:6; Philip. 3:5-10;
Acts $:I-3, 22;3-IIj 26:4-180, and these ma.y prove that
the conversion was very important to Paul and also his
biographers. *^o this view cannot be changed by a
subjective-historical view of modern people.

22
1. The Pauline Theology is the genuine Revealed Theolo^qy .
Paul's gospel is not from the tr.. dition of the
fathers, not based on the instructions of authority, and
not the production of his ovm thought, buL it is revealed
directly to him from God through Jesus Christ.^ '*For I
make known to you brethren, as touching the gospel which
was pr; ached by me, that it is not afLer man. For neither
did I receive it from man, nor was I taught, but it came to
me through revelation of Jesus Christ;"^ that is, his gospel
is the word of God, as he says correctly;^ it is God's
will of salvation towards man; it was revealed to him in
Christ at his conversion, and was presented to him as the
report concerning the objective faith in Christ. Paul had
accepted the Word of God>-the gospel, and attained eternal
life, being saved from sin. Therefore, that the,Word of God
was revealed is the unique incident to him, because the gos-
pel does not concern Paul alone but the salvation of all
generations and all the universe, so that the fact of Christ
has universal and cosmic meanings.
There is the mission assigned to Paul at his con-
version, which is preaching this gr^at fact to people and
letting them believe in it. /md he had confidence and pride
I
3 • Gal . 1 • 1
4. Gal. 1:11, 12
5. 2 Cor. 2:ly; 4:1; Col. 1:25; I Thess. 2:13.
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that he vi/ould carry the ''lord of God to the people as it was,
without corrupting and confusing it,^ \i'/here the fact of this
universal salvation-,- the truth which Paul has grasped and
is holding-,-is definite, the Pauline Theology shall be formed
in its substance. The empirical fact in his conversion, in-
deed, which is God's benevolent truth which has brought Paul
to salvation from destruction and the enlightenment attained also
at the conversion, is the final solution of universal riddles
and the human problems. Therefore, there could not remain
any fundamental principle vhnich shall be searched and investi-
gated by human knowledge and reason. Paul's task after his
conversion was not the inquiry but the propagation of the
truth revealed to hirn.'^
Of course this truth should be explained pronerly
and applied to aifferent occasions
,
and for it Paul would be
required to do some speculating. Furthermore, Paul had to
receive the instruction of the Spirit each time for the estab-
lishment of a nev'j principle. Also when he explained and de-
scribed later the contents of the revelation, many, new pro-
blems would appear. He had to choose the method which the
Christians of the Gentile churches could understand and
convince. In such occasions, his education and influence from
his environment might move and decide his vocabulary, phrase
7 . According to Gal. 1:17? 2aul went av«;ay into Arabia, not
going up to Jerusalem. He did not do it for evangelism,
but for meditating quietly and alone on the meaning of the
revelation and for preparing for future activity.
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and logic; these circumstances would make a new ce^^elopment
in Paul's theology, hut it does not mean that these made any
change in the central content of the revelation. The fact of
Damascus was the fact that God's will in Paul from his mother's
womb had been revealed when the time came, because this fact
belonged persistently to God, and was the final manifestation
of the divine truth in Paul.
2 , The Pauline Theology is a Christo-centric Theology .
The Christo-centric Theology is the theology in which
gChrist becomes the center. "It is no doubt,” says Deissmann,
"generally 'admitted that Paul's religious experience was Christo-
centric; but how differently people view the Christo-centric
Christianity of Paul! Often being Christo-centric has been
identified -with Christo-centric logic. But Paul's religion is
Christo-centric in a much deeper and more realistic sense,
"When it was the good pleasure of God” (Gal.l;l6 ), God had
finished Paul's salvation through Christ,
Paul, p.135
9. It is an interesting opinion by Lake that Christianity
at Jerusalem-rthe teaching of the disciplesr-a belief that the
Jesus was the Messiah, but the passage from Jerusalem to Antioch
had produced a great change, adopting Hellenistic thought, and
"Jesus became the divine center of a cult.”
Lake, Landmarks of early Christianity, p.56.
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Seeing the glorified Christy looking upon Him and hearing
His voice, are the great facts in his conversion. By
it Paul had found an entirely new meaning in Christ, Al-
though Paul knew about Jesus before his conversion, it
was Jesus as a political offender, forsaken by God and
crucified; Jesus was a false messiah who deserved a
severe persecution. In such a sense, Jesus who was
interested greatly rather in the subjective way by Paul, became,
at the outside of Damascus-gate
,
the Savior, the Son
of God, and even more the object of worships, the Lord
Christ. At the same time, an inseparable personal re-
lationship came into existence between them. No one
can separate him from the love of God.^^
Now Paul is living as a slave of Christ in
faith and in perfect obedience, and phis is the funda-
mental attitude of a Christian. This passion of Paul’s
life is always moving behind his gospel. Recently the
development of Paul’s theological thought, especially
of his Christology, has become a big problem among
scholars; however, this development does not affect Paul’s
Christo-centredness . ‘^o I think earnestly that to apply
the differences of Christology in his Epistles to the law
of development is too rational and mechanical, and it is
also nothing but to ignore the personal elements and to
estimate unreasonably high the social, material, and
10 Rom7"ST35
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external elements, in general relip^ions II
3 . Tb.e Pauline Theology is the Re-birth Theolop;y »
The thing that led his theology to be the
re-birth type and produced the demonstration of his
dialectic theology, is his conversion. So often people
try to compare Paul's conversion with the C3.11s of the
Old Testament prophets. :So far as G-od's call impinged
suddenly on their lives, Paul's conversion and the call-
experience of the Old Testament prophets are in the same
12
category. But v/hile their calls v/ere affairs in a
religion, Paul's conversion ws.s the transforms/clon to
one religion from another religion; therefore, it forms
the steeper contrast and comparison between the nev; life
and the old. Moreover, Paul dravm out suddenly in the
midst of an active work v;ith concentrated thought
as a faithful juda,ist and a fierce per-
il*. So often the problem whether there Is some growth
and development in Panl's theology, is a mere matter of
terminology. Of course, as long as the religion of
Paul is alive and active, no one can say that there
is no such development at all.
II. Amos 7:I^--i5; Isa. 6:5; Jerm. I:4-i9.
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secation, was appointed as the apostle, Naturally the con-
fronting effect brought by his conversion made a deep
impression on the Apostle's heart from the beginning, and at
the same time he kept some regret and shame from his former
life, by saying: "For I am the least of the apostles, that
am not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted
the Church of God. But by the grace of God I am what I
am;"^-^ he humbles himself as "of one born out of due
time,"^^ compared with other disciples' good careers,
looking backward in his life to the period of Judaism.
Sometimes he boasts so much of himself in the former life
against the Jews and Judaism who were proud of their blood
and birth-right,^^ but it is nothing but to tell how his
salvation is superior and unique.
We find very strong sentences which describe the
comparison and difference in his life before and after his
conversion thus: "Howbeit what things were gain to me, these
have I counted loss for Christ. Yet verily, and I count
all things to be loss for the excellency of the knowledge
of Christ Jesus my Lord; for whom I suffered the loss of all
things, and do count them but dung, that I may gain in
13 . I Cor. 15:Q-10
14 T Cor
15 ! 2 Cor! 11:22-23; Philip. 3:^-6
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Christ. These words of value -overturning are not
produced from observation and reflection on his con-
version and its meaning, but express clearly what he had
experienced. He is, indeed, a typical "Man of Re-birth"
and has an enthusiasm to burn down what once he worshipped
and to worship what he once burned. Thus his religion
and theology are naturally the re-birth type.^*^
Paul was obliged to testify to the grace of God
who rescued him from darkness when he told of his former
life, as was true with Augustine, Luther, and Bunyan. The
reborn persons ordinarily speak about the mercy of God at
the present, compared with their helpless lives of the past.
This is natural. Thus the thought of the Apostle came to
have sharpness and depth which we cannot find in the prophets
of the Old Testament.
16 . Philip 357-fi
17. The description of re-birth type is given in W. James,
Varieties of Religious Experience
. Chaps. IV-VII.
James uses the phrase "Twice-born."
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4. The Pauline Theology is the Evangelistic Theology .
To the Pauline Theology which forms its funda-
mental content and feature in Paul's conversion is added
the color of the Evangelistic Theology in the process of
Paul's evangelistic activity. As I have stated already,
Paul was living in the strong conviction and mission that
he had to carry his gospel to the Gentiles, clearing away
all obstacles. He made thoughtful plans and performed
them; he poured all his energy into the growth of the
churches v\/hich he had built at cities in the world of
Hellenism. The life of this evangelist was the life of
the battle and the continued war for the gospel. There-
fore we may call the evangelistic theology also the
Militant Theology . Hot born of the quiet study of the
scholars, Paul's theology is the living records of the
evangelist by whom these were expressed in running through
the mission fields of the world amid the powder smoke and
hails of shells.
The front line was deployed to two directions,
and Paul was attacked from the both sides; the new gospel
had to defend first itself, then to attack others against
the Jews, against the Gentiles: '’’Seeing that Jews ask for
signs, and Greeks seek after wisdom: but we preach Christ
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crucified, unto Jews a stumblingblock, and unto Gentiles
foolishness; but unto them that are called, both Jews and
Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God.""^®
Pointing out and correcting their errors and misunderstand-
ings, and expounding the truth of his gospel, are the
objects of his dispute. And as the gospel is a new c
t.eaeiiin,g foreign tbiA Judaistic-* . t and the Hellenistic thought
alike, Iv 5 many and various problems are caused where they
have close contact with each other, and a solution is demanded.
Thus, the Pauline Theology has come to have complex
contents.
The majority of Jews continued living at every
part of the world for several hundred years, and around
the first century this tendency increased and we could
find them at every part of the Roman Empire, esoecially
in Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor. Those Jews had contact
with the world-culture of Hellenism and communicated v/ith
the Gentiles, but they never forgot their old religion
and performed their ceremonies, and kept a ritualistic life
centering around the synagogue. In other words, Judaism was
18. I Cor. 1:22-24
19 . The Jewish population was about 12-13% of 7-8 million
Egyptians. The portion in Syria was greater, and was
over a million. There were not so many in Greece and
Italy, but yet the total population of Jews was about
4-4^- million against ^4 millions of the world-popu-
lation at that time, so its force could not be over-
looked. cf. Harnack, Mission and Expansion of
Christianity , In
.
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the fresh and vital institution among them, so that Paul
was a.n unpardonable heretic, and they arose against him;
20it v;as their instinct.
Paul had always some system in his missionary
journey, tha,t is, where a Jewish synagogue v;as, Paul
visited there first, and expounded and argued about his gospel
with the Jews. If it v/ere true, it is natural that Paul’s
gospel v/ould be started v/ith the form of defense. In other
v;ords, Paul proved from the Old Testament that Jesus was
the long-expected tlessiah, and made clear the passages
concerning His suffering and death. Paul's Epistles, by
nature, have not been written against the Jev7s as the direct
enemy; they do not carry any anti-Jewish disputation in them,
but yet it is partially interwoven into his theology and
carries its echoes. The doctrines of justification might
be preached sometimes even to Jews.
Hov/ever, the v/ar v/hich Paul engaged was betv/een
him and the Jewish Christian who still held the extreme
Judaistic ideas. The^/- were Christian and conceived that
Christ is the Messiah, yet they tried to assign the limita-
tation of the Jev/ish nationalism to G-entiles, rejecting the
20. cf. Acts 13:34, 49, 14:2,19, 17:5,13, I8:6.
21 Acts 17:2-3, 13:17-41.
22. Rom. 1:2-4,15, 3:22; I Cor. 1:18-25, 15:2-4;
2 Cor. 3:12-17.

fact that the gospel is the principle of the universal
salvation. They believed that the traditional observa-
tion of the Laws was the sacred duty to God, so that their
opposition should be increased against Paulas gospel which
emphasized the stoppage of the Jewish rites. Neverthe-
less, this anti-Pauline movement rather stimulated Paul
himself, and through these death-struggles, the feature
of Paul’s gospel was established and promoted as the
universal.
Beside the debates v;ith these Jews and the
Judaists, Paul had to protect the truth of the gospel
from some element of the Gentile Church, who leaned too
much toward wisdom and knowledge. Their intellectualistic
tendency followed a loose moral concept and a practical
life as observed generally among Greeks, and consequently
presented some dangerous tendency to fall into the gnos-
ticism which holds the non-relation of or separation be-
tween salvation and work, grace and morality; it caused also
the problem of the value of asceticism and its relation to
the gospel. Once Paul emphasized on salvation by faith
against the Jewish ritualist, then he was misunderstood as
an antiomianist. This time he was afraid that his emphasis
might cover the secret of the gospel, tied with the Greek
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intellectualism; therefore, he was obliged to concentrate
his energy on clarifying the relation between morality and
his gospel. Thus, the things produced are the teaching of
the spirit and the teaching of love. Moreover, the churches
of Paul were generally organized by the Gentiles who were
not well trained morally, so that when the new religion of
Christ introduced the new moral principles and customs which
v;ere not harmonized with their old life, naturally these
caused many practical problems in their church life, and
Paul had to give the proper guidance to them; we find Paulas
rules of practical ethics for them in this difficult task
in his Epistles.
The feature of the Evangelistic Theology or the
Militant Theology is the demonstration of his gospel's nature
unto the Judaistic thought and the Hellenistic thought. At
the same time we cannot overlook one face in the Pauline
theology, which was influenced by the opponents in some
degree. Especially it is the influence from Hellenism and
Oriental thought.
As Paul was the man of the different nature and
experience from the Jewish philosopher, Philo, it v;as an
unthinkable attempt of Paul to harmonize Judaism with
Hellenism, and arrange the Mosaic Laws, Haturalism of the
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Stoics, Theism of the Prophets, and Plato's theory of Idea
in a row . Because to him the gospel was the divine revela-
tion, and to exert an influence upon it by human wisdom was
an unpardonable profanity; but nevertheless, it is a fact
that his theology could not escape from the influences of
his environment. ^Ifhen the gospel was spoken in Greek to
Greeks, Paul was obliged to use the Greek thought and to
borrow their terminology, because these are some elements
in Judaism which they could not understand.
The evangelist Paul possessed the power of
mediation between the both, and taking this advantage, he
translated the gospel for Greeks. Paul had never closed his
eyes to the respectation and sympathy on it,^^ therefore, it
is impossible to us to deny the existence of the Hellenistic
and the Oriental thoughts in the Pauline Theology; the problem
is in what degree we can accept it. In other words, should
we recognize its fact in the central core of the gospel? This
problem is rather related to the formation of the Pauline
Theology and the problem of Jesus and Paul , so the detailed
discussion shall come later.
23. Rom. 2:14-15; Philip. 4:8-9.
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B, The Methods of Paul*s Discourse
Generally speaking, the thought-form of the
Pauline Theology runs parallel with his religious ex-
perience. If any thought which paints the expression
as it is, uses an unproper method of expression, it shall
be impossible to the Pauline Theology to express the
above mentioned feature. The methods of Paul’s discourse
demand these of Paul’s own theology. In other words, his
Revealed Theology and Christo-centric Theology must be
grasped in relation to the harmony between the trans-
cendent God and Christ, and the universe and human kind;
there is used frequently the dialectic which is the form
of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Also the feature of
the Re-birth Theology and the Militant Theology necessitates
the same form. Present over Past, the Life of salvation over
the Sinful life. Dominance of the Spirit over Detention of
flesh, the Gospel over the Law, Christ over Satan, etc.,
Paul emphasizes the truth of the Gospel in its superiority
over other teachings, and beats off the opponents theory;
this is the way Paul adapted. Tiiis kind of logic is apt
to follow some exaggeration and technique, extremity and
unfairness, and inconsistency and paradox.
*•
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Indeed, Paul’s thought is always of this nature,
hut I think these methods of description should not be
explained only by his empirical fighting life. His literary
style is apparently influenced by contemporary literatures.
We have to take the Rabbinic interpretation of the Scriptures
and the Stoic demonstration, that is. Diatribe, into our
consideration. We cannot think that a person like Paul who
had good literary ability and could employ the proper words
according to the need, would neglect and be indifferent
to contemporary rhetoric.
Paul was a sharp theorist. According to his
Rabbinic training, he differentiates one concept from
another; and also he has a snecial ability to overcome
other theories by building up his own theory by his
peculiar Rabbinic reasoning. Sometimes he has a wonderful
gklll 'in beating the opponent by snatching his enemy’s
weapon.^ However, Paul’s arguments have more or less
inconsistency, and even a theoretically untrained person
can pick them up easily. According to Romans 2:14-l6, he
explains that the Gentiles may be justified by observing
the native law in their conscience, although his cherished
opinion is that the Gentiles shall perish by committing
sins without knowing the law. He teaches that the Law
1. Gal. chap. 3j 2 Cor. 10:11; Rom. chaps. 4, 5,6, 7.
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has its origin in Satan (Gal. 3^19 at the same
time, he says that the law is holy, righteous and good
(Rom. 7s 12). For Paul, the one who crucified Christ is
God, ana at the same time he is Satan (Rom. 3s 25; 8:32;
Cor. 2:8.). But, though not allowed in common logic,
these do not necessarily show lack of harmony in religious
faith. And though not harmonized, for a religion v>/hich
does not stand on the learning process it is not fatal wound.
Rather it shows the true value, because Paul was trying to
understand all things from transcendent points of view to
observe them of necessity in their practical activity from
the human standpoint.
1. Parallelism
The use of parallelism is a noticeable feature of
Paulas thinking. This method is closely related to Paul’s
experience of the gospel in the war against opponents, and
is influenced by his literary nature and the surrounding
world. At that time dualism was taking the dominant place
in the world of thought and religion. So it was convenient
for Paul to borrow its concepts for expressing his own
thoughts. He not only takes from Judaism, but also borrows
terms from the Oriental and Hellenistic religions and
philosophers.
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Parallelism is employed for the more forcible
exhibition of some single truth which it is important to
hold clearly in mind in its interpretation. Famous instances
of this method of Paul’s thought are found in the parallel
between Adam and Christ in Rom. 12-21. Here the primary
object is to exhibit the greatness of the grace of God in
Christ by setting it in contrast with the reign of sin and
death in natural humcjiity. The passage has been ordinarily
treated in theology as if its purpose had been to define a
doctrine of original sin. The sway of sin and death is used
only as a background in order to paint in more glovjing colors
the reign of righteousness in Christ, ‘•‘•’he superior greatness
of the power of grace as against that of sin and death is
emphasized not less than three times in the course of the
parallel. 'i‘he primary object of the passage is thus to
exhibit the contrast between the two opposing principles of
sin and grace, and to show the superior power of the latter.
Another example of parallelism is found in the
analogy which is traced between the natural and the spiritual
in I Cor, y s^id upon which the doctrine of the
spiritual body is based. These are parallel concepts, and
the same time parallel principles. Accordingly, sometimes
these advance to a parallel of the propositions and the
phrases, because of rhetorical motive. These parallels are
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pfragments in Paul's Epistles, but we need not consider
them here. The point of chief importance is that the
apostle's language is to be interpreted in accordance with
his characteristic forms of thought and modes of argument.
To overlook these is to neglect an essential condition
of perceiving the natural force and relative emphasis of his ideas.
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The^//?' was a dialogue transformed into a
monologue in which the imaginary opponent appeared by way
are quoted in order to form the text of a fresh outburst on
the part of the speaker. When the method is skillfully
is the method of discussion or the logic which was used by
teachers of the Stoic moral philosophy v;hen they preached of
practical wisdom and travelling the world. Its effects are
to open the problem by conversation, question and answer,
offence and reaction, to clarify and get to the bottom of
the point at issue, and to make a deep impression on the
audiences because of having freshness of description. The
emphasis of the controvertist is led to reflection by a
question of an opponent, or interrupted by its opposition,
but the resulting answer or reaction of the former becomes
stronger than his primary proposition and adds some elas-
ticity to his argument. Repeating this process and pro-
gressing in the argument, it tends to eradicate contradiction.
Of course in these processes, there might sometimes be
3 . Oxford Eng. Dictionary defines thus; "Discourse directed
against some person or work: a bitter and violent criticism."
4. Moffatt, Intro, to the N. T, Literature, p. 46
of He is cited, only to be reported; his words
managed, the effect is vivacious and telling.^ Diatribe
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sophistry, or a far-fetched explanation and reason. The
famous Stoic Epictetus, who is sometimes related to Paul,
was a typical user of the Diatribe, Anyhov;, right or wrong,
we cannot overlook the fact that their activity had an in-
fluence on Paul's evangelistic activity, and their literary
style appears in Paul's teachings.
Dl.atribe does notr cons is t^'any personal content -but
in the method used in the general lecture or literature.
Therefore, this method was used by Paul very often in the
Epistle to the Romans; of course it is found also in the
First Epistle to the Corinthians and the Second, sometimes
in the Epistle to the Galatians.^ Thus Paul, placing before
him his enemy who opposed his teaching, and Christians who
could not understand it, criticizes and attacks, or explains.
3 . The Rabbinic Dialectic
™The influence of his Jewish teachers," says
Deissmann,^ "is also to be seen in what is generally called
Paul's dialectic, and particularly the influence of the
methods of teaching and proof used in oral discussions
in the house of instruction." T^e Rabbinical theology was
5 . cf. Rom. 1:13, 7:1?4, 14:4; I Cor. lp:35, 9:24; Gal. 4:19
etc
.
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always subtle and often fanatic; and Paul’s training in
the house of interpretation at Jerusalem left an abiding
iiropress on his mind. He handled the Scriptures after the
Rabbinical fashion, and instances of this abound in his
writings. Thus his idea of the smitten rock which
followed the Israelites in their wilderness wandering is
a hangadic midrash , while its application to Christ and
his sacramental interpretation of the Israelites' immer-
sion in the Red Sea and their overshadov^ing by the cloud and
their eating of the manna are examples of Rabbinical
allegorising. ^11 the learning of Paul was interpretation
of Scripture. His teachers were nothing if not expounders
of the sacred text, and what they did, over and above this,
7
was to ’’Build a hedge round the lav^, ” to protect and
cherish it by means of a casuistical application of its
meaning to all possible and impossible circumstances of life.
Paul hfter his conversion threw away Judaism and had to fight
with it, yet kept the method of it, and used it freely for
defense and offense.
The whole wisdom of the Pharisee was to learn how
to expound Scripture. And Paul practiced the method of
exegesis which he learned as Saul with rigid consistency.
He shares the belief of his teachers as to inspiration. Not
alone the consents are holy, but also the letter-:-all is
alike the word of God. "Whenever we understand the apostles’
7 . Weinel, Paul, p. ^6 ,
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words, 'the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth lifej
in the sense of a more liberal interpretation of Scrip-
8
ture, " we do so without his authority, Paul meant some thing
with the words, "Isaiah is very bold and saith" (Rom. 10:20).
But V(/e must not read this passage in the light of a
broader idea of inspiration, as though emphasis
were put upon the fact that Isaiah was something more than
a mere machine. V/hen Paul explains the essential point of
the Gospel, he always uses the phrases "It has been written"
f
X I
'
, "It says" (/\<^/^/ ), and " the Lord
carry weight with them to Paul. V/e can find these quotations
chiefly in the Epistle to Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians.
Thus, with Paul, the Old Testament becomes the booh of the
Christian as 'well as that of the Jew. The hero of faith in
the Old Testament has become the hero of the faith in the
Christian church (Rom. 4:1 f ) , and the prophets Isaiah and
Hosea have become the prophets who prophesied the salvation
of the Gentiles (Rom. f).
very different.^ True, Paul once introduces a quotation
says" and these are, indeed words 'which
On the whole "in my opinion," says Deissmann,
8. Weinel, Paul
, p. ^6,
9. II Cor. 3*^
10.
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"too much has been made of Paul's use of Habbinic
dialectic as of his dialectic in general. Logical -^roof
in the strict sense of the word, and progress in a direct
line of argument, are not Paul’s strong point. Exegetes
have treated him far too exactingly in this connection,
and their many attempts to 'restore the true order of
thought’ in Paul’s letters merely result in turning the free
order creations of genius into something repulsively
stiff and wooden.”
4. Allegorical Exegesis
The Jewish Rabis applied this principle in
their interpretation of Scritpures. They reasoned that
since the Scriptures was divinely inspired it everywhere
contained hidden intimation of the mind of God, and that
these were to be discovered by means of a peculiar exegeti-
cal method. “^his method which Paul is fond of using was
not invented by Jews: they certainly took it over from
Hellenism, 'which interpreted the poets allegorically, in order
to get rid of their religious coarseness for those who
through culture had become prudish.
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According to this method, each sentence and word,
even each individual letter, musu be examined, as it were,
under the microscope, and the truth concealed in it would
spring to light. Among the Greeks the method followed was
that of philosophical speculation. Plato had set the
eXw..mple of allegorizing the ancient myths, employing them
an an imaginative setting for some of his highest intuitions.
His method was developed in the later thinking into something
like a regular system.
The dews, however, were very glad to borrow it,
because they needed it. "It would be unjust to the
allegorical exegesis of Judaism and early Christianity to
regard it as the abortion of a wholly irrational theosophical
fanaticism. Philo Judeas made extensive use of it. As
a matter of fact, in an age when inspiration was construed
on a legal basis with mechanical literalism, allegorical
exegesis was the only means open to prophetic and creative
minds of escaping the grip of the letter. With Philo, as
also with Paul, allegorical exegesis, however, was more a
sign of freedom than of bondage, though it led both of them
to great violence of interpretation.
One instance of such violence is, for example, in
11. Deissmann, Paul, p. 102
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Paulis Epistle to the Galatians (3:16), the interpretation
of tne word "the seed"^^ as singular, although the idea is
actually intended to have a plural sense and elsev^here
is interpreted by Paul as plural. Another instance is the
simple, subtle explanation of the story of the fall as
favourable to the man. 1"^ Still another is the application
of the words about the ox, which was not to be muzzled while
threshing (I Cor. 9:9 f), to the Apostle. Paul, moreover,
when in the course of this interpretation he suggests that
God does not care about oxen, speaks in these strangely un-
practical and feeble words as a man from the city, who does
not regard animals in a simple way because he haS never lived
with them. On the other hand, Paul, the allegorical
exegete, does succeed by means of this method in producing
splendid religious ideas: the parallel between Sarah and
Hagar and the two Covenants (Gal. 4:22 f ) ; the identification
of the rock that gave water in the wilderness with the Spriritual
16Christ. ^ "Allegory, here, finally the belief in the plenary
inspiration of a sacred book is completely developed in all
its elements, " says Weinel, "for only allegory can wring a
sense out of such passage as are inapplicable, nay, offensive
12.” Gen. 13:15
13. Rom.4:l8, 9:8.
14. I Tim.2;I3f.
15 . I Cor. 10:4

to the present. Allegory asserts something more, and
l6deeper, is meant than the bare words of the book, convey.”
There are "revelations of a great mind, and they cannot be
diminished by modern objections. Here the Jewish allegori-
cal method, which elsewhere lends cratches to the small
masters of theology, gives the religious genius wings to
rise up like the eagle. "^7
5. Typological Exegesis
"Typology is the method pursued by our present
practical exegesis, and is quite justifiable: only we cer-
tainly are a little more prudent in the matter of asserting
that such past events were written only ’for our sakes'
This is an unpermissible violence of logic from the stand-
point of the natural science, and is differentiated from the
16. Paul
, p. 59*
17. Deissiuann . Paul, p. IO3.
lo. 'Veinel, Paul
, p. 59*
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reason which is used in metaphysics and the historical
philosophy. This type is not abstraction which symbolical
or allegorical based of the fact of the empirical world,
but it is the reasoning which sees the practical or almost
material connection between the historical person and the
same type of person, ‘“^'he Pauline Theology as the Re-birth
Theology which observes the matter in contrast takes a
great advantage from this method, and its tie-up with it
was natural.
It is founded on convictions, which Paul himself
has formulated in our striking passage, and illustrated by
an example: "For I would not, brethren, have you ignorant, '
how that our fathers were all under the cloud, and all
passed through the sea: and were all baptized unto Moses
in the cloud and in the sea: and did all eat the same
spiritual meat; and did all drink the same spiritual drink:
for they drank of a spiritual rock that followed them: and
the rock was Christ. Howbeit with most of them God was not
well pleased: for they were overthrown in the wilderness
..Mow these things happened unto them by way of type (Iro7nl{ios) •
and obey were written for our admonition upon whom the end of
19
the ages are come. " V/hat happened beforetime in the exodus
19. I. Cor. 10:1-11
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is a type, an example for the latter-day times in v/hich Paul
lived. The historical reality of tine circumstances and their
significance remains undisturbed, but that they were '•written”
carried, according to Diving intention, an admonishing and
instructive lesson for the generation of these later days—
which was Paul's present.
In concluding this part, I should like to mention
the relation betweenPaul the Septuagint. According to
Deissmann, Paul remained to the end a pdous Eible-Jew, a
Septuagint Jew.^^ Paul never withdrew from the divine
world of the Hellenistic Old Testament. The historical
presupposition of Paul’s religious life is not the Hebrew
Old Testament, and not necessarily what we should call "Old
Testament,” but the Greek Old Testament.
Paul’s connection with the Septuagint shows itself ever
more strikingly in his whole religious and ethical vocabulary.
But it becomes clearest to us when, possessing an accurate
knowledge of Paul’s Epistles
,
. we read the Septuaging
itself, not merely a few linev^; quoted by Paul, but the
whole book, as the Hellenistic Bible. Here is a great
problem: why did Paul, a Jew, use the Greek Old Testament
20. Paul
, p. 99 .

instead of the Hebrew Old Testament?^! it is a hard
one to answer, and I should like to quote the words of
Deissmann as an answer: "The task of reconstructing the
Jewish background of Paul’s Christianity on the basis of the
Septuagint conceived as a complete and uniform Bible has
scarcely been recognized by scholars, let alone solved.
21. Paul’s evangelistic activities were mostly done outside
of Palestine, where the Hellenistic Jews and Greek-
speaking peoples were living. Consequently the majority
of the churches which Paul had established were Gr-eek-
speaking. Paul would naturally use the Greek Old
Testament for better understanding in his Epistles.
22. Paul , p. 99

Part 2
The FormG.tion of the Pauline Theology
V'•H'
>
I. Paul’s Religious Experience
A. Paul’s Conversion
The G-latian passage shovi/s that Paul conceived of
his conversion to Christianity as a sudden and ahruj^t event,
as a transfonnation effected not by the influence or instruc-
tion of men, but by the direct interposition and sole agency.
The passage also apparently excludes the idea that his con-
version was the result of a gradual ch nge in his mind, or
ohe consunimation of a p)rocess beginning <-ith doubts and fears
as to the truth of the Christian’s claim, and as to the
wisdom and justice of his own course of action, and termi-
nating in his final d ecision to accept Christianity. Cuch
a gradual process se'^i*s to be ruled out by his own statements
He was at any rate not conscious before the critic ! moment
came of any leaning tovi/ard the new faith, or of any lack of
decision and determination in his attitude of hostility. The
event seemed to him absolutely sudden and unheralded; at one
moment he was the deteriained enemy of Jesus, at the next
he was Kis disciple, nevertheless, though it is clear that
Paul thus pictured his conversion, there can be no doubt
that his experience had been such not as to effect, but
1 . ncGiffert, Apostolic A;;e
,
p. 121
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ceruuiniy Lu pi-cpare hin. foj.-, ..he change. Such transi'
Lion necessitates soine preparation: ivithour it the eveno is
psychologically inconceivable. "The conversion of vhe
pex-socui^or iiruo a follower and of the Ihai’isee Ipostle into
the Aposoie of Christ was a sudder. one. Yet it was no magic
transformation, out had its p'sychological px^e] aii*ation booh
negative and positive."^ The preparation need not ee airect,
but some preparation there must be.
laul v^as no less a man of thougi t than a man of
action. Ke loved his books and missod them vvhen without
them (" Tim. 4:lj). He 'was the busiest of m^r.
,
but he kept
up his habi.s of study. I agree 'with damsay^ that Paul was
a real ],hiloso^ her
,
perhaps not in ohe technical sense of the
tex’m, though he kn^-w how to hold his own with the Epicui'ean
and tnc Stoic philusoih-rs (Acts 17:l8 ff )
.
But he possessed
a higher ^nd nobler world vievv than those op ox'tunists ir.
philosophy, laul knev^ how to think arid had sucj passion of
soul x.na keeni*ess of intellect that he still challeiiges the
respect of the greatest mind of the rnodexm: world. He knew
the technical teim.s of the Jewish i*abbi and the Greex'- philo-
sopher, but he was aole to ax*op; mex'e aostract vex'biage and
deal wibh the heart of thin^^s iix 'words that bux’n into the
ve^‘y conscience of mer. . Certainly Paul had a real
philoso].hy of histox-y and a definite pregrarute for the
d. Deissmann, Paul
,
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reaeiu^xiou ci“ -he cmi-ire as well as Ihe salvation ol* inlivi-
cLuaxs.'^
"The life of Paux," says Ransay,'^ "partakes of the
uncei'vaiixty that envelops all ancient history, • As regards
every detail we shall fina oux-selves in tre position of
balanciiig eviaence; as to alnost every detail we shall find
oui'seives amid a bewiliering vai'iety of opj] osite o^ inion and
asseition ai.iong modern schol-.rs of -oveiy school and shade;
ar*d, strangest of all, in regara to two or th--ee poiiits 'where
thei-e exists the neai'est apii'cac/i to a g neral agreement
between all the vai'ious sc. ocls, we snalr find oui'Sc-xves
unable to agr-_e." Ir.deed, of Paul, 'vve know very little
dii‘ectly concerning his youth, his parentage, and his relations.
He has told us himself that his j.ar-nts 'were strict F.ebi*ews
of purely Jewish exu-action, of the ti'ibe of ren^erriin.
This he asserted more thai. once, v.ith eager vehemence, ir. his
Epistles, v.hen his enemies taunted him with beii'ig no -‘eal
6
Jew. He c-.n claim
^
-hese h>. i.ourable titles of
ais ]-oo. le. He can cxaim them for himself and foi' his
ancesti-y. They are of pure descent; thei-e has been no intcr-
mixtui-e of foi'cri^n blood. But when 'we go or. to s<-ek for* more
defir.iue i..fo.m.ciuion as to hi-s pareiits, all soui'ces foil us.
//e cani.ot ever, state with certaiiity v^hich Wc.s his rn.tive town.
Paul, the Traveller
, p. 1C f.
5 . Ibid. , p. 3^*
6. 2 Cor. lr:22; cp. Rom. XX ;1; Philip. 3*3
VI
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or where iie sper-t his youth. The author ot uhe Tcts j.laces the
following stateii.enus in haul’s nouth: "I an. a Jew, a native,
of Tarsus in Cilicia, Drought up in the city, trained ct
the feet of Gamaliel (ci' . Philip. 3 * 5 ) it ux.e strict system
of oui- ancesural law. I vxas as zealous iri Goa's service as
you are all to-aay." Perhaps, if we bear passage (Acts 23:
lo) ir. mind, where mention is made of riis neyhew in Jeru-
salem, ..e are nieanu to su^. use that he grevv ui in the house
of elder sister who .vas mari-ica where. ..'e may assume, then,
accoi-ding to the Acts, that F ul found his second real home
in uerusalei:-.
According to larusay,*^ therm a i^e three con.plex
influences am.id wdiich haul grew uf
,
and these are: (1) P-'ul
was a ‘doman citizerm (2) Paul was a T’arisan, a citizer. of a
distinguisned city; and (3) I- ul ..as a Feli'ew ’’sprung froiii
Febrews." The Goman citizensx.ip sho .s us what his lanaly
vvas one of aiswiriCuion and at least inoderr^tw wealth; citi: en-
Si.ip iir Tarsus might also have been preSenued to haul's
fatx.er or gi'ar.dfather for aistinguished seivices to the State;
also he was a Jew; at least as much as a Tarx iai. ana e Rcmmn,
as regards his earry surroundiri^s
;
ar.d iu is o;_\ious that the
Je-v;ish side of his r.aturw: c.na education i roved uo oc infinitely
the most innortai.u, as his ch^ract.-r developed.
7. Acts 22:3
8. deinel, hau l ,p . 15
9. Paul, the Traweier
, p.. 3C f
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1. Tarsus
. Tarsus was siuuaued on uhe great caravan route
bet-.een the .Vest and tne T st and its liid rc]r, rented a
cui-ious oiend of Criental -;nd Eellenistit
,
or Jev/ish and pagan
eieneiots. Leg^r.ds assert that the city's name is derived
/
frou. the Greek •word
,
a pinion fixm the winged
horse regasus which fell to eai-th in Cilicia. The city
itself- is said to have beei. founded by Dorian Greeks from
/irgos in search of trie heifer-rnaiden lo (Cne of those
unfortunate mortals chosen by Zeus, king of the gods to
assist ii. tiiS consuriimation of a virgin birth). Yet
•when Tarsus first emei'ges fi'cm the
j;
rehistoric fog, v/e find
it thoroughly Criental and in the io.ver o^' the .arlike
I
vssyriar.s. The probabilities are that the Greeks very early
;..ingli.d in the city 'with the aboriginal Pyrygiar; stock and
their .Vssyrian con^uerers. Gardanapalus
,
last king of the
Assyrian ii-e ot kineveh, boasted that he four.oed Tarsus
.lid tne iieighboring towns of nchiale on the same day.
The sardonic inscription on his statue at '.nchiale tells us
01* it.
1C. Juvenal
,
gjrl?'
11. Strabo
, 14:5, 12-
I
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2. Saul at Tarsus
The influence of the Cx'-ient was stron^ier than
philosophy in Paul’s native city. Her wcn.en in true Oriental
suyle went about the streets so heavily veiled that they
could neither see nor be seen. Her icen copied the lax
1 ?
manners of an intermediate sex. According to the \ppollonius
of Tyana 5 who came to school in Tarsus at the age of 14,
the atmosphere of the town was i erverted and ‘about the tone
vvith the philosophical life. ^3 b'et the decadent spirit of
the Orient could never really invade the university as long
as Athenodorus was its president. This remarkable man was
not only serving successfully as rrsayor at the tb:.e hen O-^ul
was born, but he had also built up the university of Tarsus
to the point where it was one of the three chief centers of
learning in that day. His students were mostly natives,
but they surpassed all others of '.thens and Mexandria' in
their zeal for learning. And many of them went ='-fter
graduation to teach in the schools at Home and ".thens. Thus
the reputation of Tarsus as mother of missionaries and
peripatetic philosophers was vvell established even before
Saul’s birth and may have had its bearing on his later
12. Spencer, Beyond Damascus
,
. 6
13* Plutarch, L ife of .Apollonius of Tyana , 1:7
\A
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i
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choice of a career. There Paul's soul v;as filled ;ith all
those influences which made the man c't-i.hle of becoming the ‘
a].ostle of the whole '^iopire
,
of becoming a Jev; unto Jews
and a Gentile to the G^'-ntiles, to v/in both to his l.aster,
for in his inmost sould he understood them both.
Cf his father's house we can only say one thing.
14
Trained as he was in the severe Pharisaic disciiline,
the time of his childhood was iinobably a hard and c ert inly
a serious one. For his tender, delicate conscience, for
his strong and resolute will, he -was probably indebted, as
15
was Luther, to his father's strict education. ^
3 . Gaul at the Feet of Ganialiel
It was no mean ambition that '^aul's p.. rents had
14. Phil. 3:3; \cts 23:6.)
15 . Trede who holds strongly the Judaistic origin of the Iv-.uline
Theology, objects to the theory that Paul r!.ight be influenced
by the ""toic philosoi hy .at Tarsus, by saying thus:
"Tarsus was a great city', higlily Tt^llenistic
,
and
not mierely a jrovincial caaitol, but also an imr. ortant
center of culture, and in particular a seat of the '^toic
..hilosojhy . Put we must not infer fi'om this that Paul
himstlf necessarily fell under the influence of Greek
culture to any special extent. In the Jewish :.uarter of
all great cities there .ere houses enough whose orthodox
atniOsphere denied adm.ittance to the Pellenina which br>^athcd
around them. If Paul atto.ched himself to th;\t Jewish sect
whose observance was m.ost sLsict, the Pharisees, and if
he was intended for a Pabbi, this points to ? parental
house vi/hich was only slightly affected by the r;.laxing
spirit of general culture, by v;hich so mo.ny Jews of the
Dispersion had been smitten." (Paul , p. 2).
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l6for hLu oO receive theological education in Jerusalem.
That city was the goal of Jews all over the uorld. Taul
was j.rc'bably, according . t-o Jewish custorc, about 13 '.hen he
came to school in Jerusalem, so that he could speak of his
being "brought ui " there (Acts 22 :3/. luch as the city had
to offer of historic attraction, the thing that stood out
clearest in his after life was the fact tla' t he sat at the
feet of the gre. t teacher of his time among the Jews. It
is a suareiue mo:..ent in the life of any youth vhen he comes
under the spell of na ster tea cher Gamaliel . This :grandson of
Hillel was the- glory of the law and it meant c.uch for Jaul
to come under his influence. TJis school was mor^ liberal in
some points than the rival rabbinical theolo^ic 1 school
16 . Recently some scholars like Bultman and "^ousset began
to have some doubt of F'ul’s going to Jerusalei... They
think that Pc.ul might not go at all to Jerusalem before
his conversion, : nd his ^persecution would be done at the
stage of Damascus. The basis of this theory is found
in Gal. 1:22: "I 'was still unknown by face unto the ''hurch'
of Judaea which were in Ihrist." This text rather
contradicts Tets 22:3* According to th-u.
,
the Ghurch
of Jerusalem could be included in the churches cf Jud:..ea
.
However, it is not necessary to conclude that
in the church of Jerusalem., there -./as no one who line-; Taul
by face. A big church like this could r- y tlr t sliC
did not know F: ul although s oiue fev: cf them i:nev, him,
because for saying th.-- 1 the church kncv;s F'ul, it is
necessary to be known by the m.'.jcrity or the outstwnJing
members of the Ghurch. F'.ul .ho wrote the ^jistle to
the Gali.tians was haul who tended to reduce the r evel:. Lion
through the ichurch of Jerusalem for the purpose of the
wpistle. Therefore, T cannot accept throv.ing a .ay e- slly
the material in the Lets conernin^- the action -^ni life
of-F'ul.at Jerus^.lem, bee use it is too subjective - nd
inclinable. (cf. Aachen, The Cririn of Faul.’s deli~'ion
,
i . 47 ff-)
i
of fliamai. For one thing G?maliel was willing to read the
Greek authors, and his l-Uiil G' .ul will later shov, some
kno\vlsuge of Greek literature. To he sure, I^aul says that
he v>/as ''instruct-^d according to the strict mrnner of the law
of our fathers." (Acts 22:3) he does not say th--t he -as
brought up in the more rigid of the Pharisaic schools. From
the non-Fharisaic viev^;, however, it was strict enough; it V7as
a life of com;. l.acence,
,
of self-satisfaction to -7hich he v.- s
17
reared (cf. Ro .• 7^7) bondage to the letter which kills. '
Cne must not, however, get too extravagant an idea of
G-'iualiel's breadth of view and sympathy. It is true that he
did i>rotest formally in the “^anhedrin against the violence
of the Sodducees towards the Apostles. (Acts 5 0^^) one
is slov7 to believe that his action on his part was vdue either
to any interest in Christianity or real concern for religious
toleration, not to say liberty of opinion. ’Then, later,
Stei.hen had fired the I'h-risees by his denunci.tion of mere
ceremonialismi and insistence on the spiritual nature of
..orship
,
there is no indication that Gi.-uualiel raised c re-
straining hand to s/ ve hiim from the fury cf Piis pu: il Gaul,
-< Q
and the FPicrisees in the ,'^anhedrin.
All the learning of Gaul was the interpretation
cf Gcriptures. His teachers were nothing if not expounders o
(
V’/a sthe sacred text, and what they did, over and above this,
to "build a hedge round the Low, "19 to protect and cherish
it by means of a casuistical application of its meaning to
all possible and impossible circumstances of life. The
whole wisdom of the Pharisee was to learn how to expound
Scrij ture . '-.nd Paul ^h.iicticed the method of exegesis which
he learned as S ul with rigid consistenc^, . Paul possessed
"a keen ii.tellect, which was developed in this school in
a definite direction. The art of dissecting maxims,
dravi/ing conclusions from premises, follov/iiig up whole chains
of inference, rebutting objections— in briefs', of exercising
ir. religious questions wh-,t one may cdl a forensic method
of dealing with evidence--all this he hsd learned in
•Jerusalem; and v,ith it, of course, the art of subtle iolemic.
4. Tanl the Patriot
"Paul the Rabbi," s ys '7einel,‘^^ "had irdiierited a
great soul. TIis love was warmer than that of other men:
his hate too Effort and conflict v/as his p.orticn: he
19 . ’."einel, Paul , p.
20. Trede, Paul
,
p'. 5
'21. Paul
, pT^Z
<<
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fought first for, then ag^.inst, the Ian, with
constantly at stake.” This lofty scuZ. lived
hopes of his people with a more glowing fame;
the great things to be av/aited more ardentl;;
souls vd'io can more or less be filled with the
his very life
in the great
he strove 'fter
than the meaner
sorrows of this v.orld.
”'hen r: ul fir; t cam-e into conta ct ^;ith the Christians
we do not knovv
,
but it may /jell be that he had been i oi' some
time absent from Jerusalem, ;.nd that he returned thither only
before the execution of Ctep.hen. To is thus the es.siest ex-
planation of the outlook against Stephen and his fellows, in
which he seems to have been a prim.e mover, he may have he<..rd
the Christians repeating- utterances which seeii/ed to him sub-
versive of the law of Cod and the traditions of the fathers,
and he was perhaps not aware that for a yearor^ore the fdllov;ers
of the man who has spoken such dangerous words had lived the-
lites of i> ithful and consistent 'Jews , and that they he.d shown
no sign of understanding the words of their ’aster as
understood them.^^ It was, therefore, ns/tural for him to
Judge of the movement solely from the consequences which seei.md
to be involved in the teachings of its founder. ’nd yet it is
by no nieaiiS certain that laul woa.id have been content tc leave
Christianity alcne even had he knowiir that its adherents
remained true to Judaism; for he must have seen th t the time
.
kcGiffert, \iostolic deye , p. 118.22
iSw
I
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would come, if it had not yet come, when the teachinre of
Jesus would hav- their natur^.l effect, . nd he n.ust liave been
anxious to st-mj them cut at once. But however that rm.y
be, he was at any rate one of the chief it not the chief
insti^w^tor of the ^ittack upon Bte]hen; for the execution of
the latter laid their clothes at his feet, iirr lyiny that he
v.;as the principal witness against the accused. (Acts 7-5'-)
AS a native of a foreign city, he would naturally
be at home in one of the Bellenistic synagogues in Jerusalem,
9 0
and it is possible that he becam.e acquainted ivith ^lephen
there and was the fii*st to perceive the revolutionary' tendency
of the teaching of Jesus as rehe-.rsed by him and his follower^*
X 1 I think that he would certcjinly bear his p.v’.rt in the
dispute; it ,vOuld be o. sharp encounter, but he found hiir.self
cveimatched • His weapons of Babbinicol dialectic were
impatient against Btej^hen’s anuegonist wisdom which he had
been -taught by the C_t irit.
-'..hen he st-.nds by' Btephen, keeping guard over the
g. rments of those who had stripy: ed themselves for umngeance
against him,.- n, the traducer of the f_.ith of the Fharisees,
he is full of self-conp lacency' . Tus conscience gave him no
trouble at all. The S'_nse of sin had not revived in hi::.. Th
seemed to have abundant Justification for tins first step in
persecution. Pharisaisii. v;as the hope of Israel and sc the
23 . It is Sctid that a y'^cung Baul might be a Babbi at one of
these synagogues (Acts .6:9)
—
preferably^ the sy'T.'-gogue
Of Cilicia and Asia.
ci
‘.’hen the re.'^l
o3
hope of the world. Fad not *^aw.aliel
hessieh csnie he would he . Fharisee',
Fazareth who had n:et ? just death on
said soT
not this Jesus of
the cross for his
opposition to the Pharisaic teaching. ''p-.ul had been
nurtured on the ressi-anic hope of Israel. Pdiat a caricature
was this of the glorious fulfilln.ent for -.hich devout Jews
had yearned.
It is interesting and worth-while to see tl;e
op;inion of Conybear and Fc\,son that Stephen is completely
the forerunner of Paul, both in the fern. ?nd the matter of.
the defense. ^5” According to them, Stephen’s securing the
attention of the Jew^ by adopting the historic' ! method is
exactly wh't Paul did in the synagogue at ".ntiocli in
Fisidia (.-cts 13:16-22); the words used by
ftephen of the Temple call to mind these which v.ere used at
Athens (Acts 17:24). Indeed, it is deeply interesting to
think of Taul as listening to the martyr’s voice, as he
antedated these very arguments -..hich he himself was des-
tined to reiterate in synagogues and before kings.
There is no reason to doubt that he was pres^nu, .Ithcugh
he may not have been ^j^ualified to vote in the
24, Kennedy, Paul’s Conception of L.-.st Things
, p. 127
27. Life and Kristies of Paul
, p. 71 -i*.
mm
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'^anhedrin. And it is evident, frorL the thoughts which
occurred to hin in his subsequent vision v;ithiri the irecincts
of the Teiiq-le (tcts 22:19-20), hew deep an inpression
Ptephen’s desth had left in his roen.ory. "The first rcartyr
blood shed, and at the death of Stephen, the first v/itness
to give his blood, v;e find the zesilous Iharisee, S.^ul, who
was also called laud, sharing the n.oral guilt.
Anxious as he v;as to serve the Lox'd, we may thirk
of him as eagerly welcoming this offered op;^ ortunity to show
his devotion to God and to exercise his zeal for the religion
of his fathers. Put he did not rest with the execution of
Stephen. Fe felt himself called to carry the war even beyond
Jerusalem, and to ].ut an end to the growth of the j'ernicious
pp
sect in foreign parts. ^ It may v;ell be, therefore, th. t his
mission to Damascus v\/as intended only as the beginning of a
vigorous campaign against the Christians vi'herever they had
secured a foothold; and that he had deliberately determined
to devote not a few days merely, but his life, to a ork
which was not abandoned until it nts con.plete, and which he
? c
realized could not be accomplished 'without long e ffort
,
26. Cne of the necessary qualifications of members of the
Sanhedrin was, that they should be uhe fathers of children,
because such were likely tc lean towards mercy. If this
was th-, truth when ""tephen was tried, ''nd if ^'-^ul was one
of the judges, he must have been married at ti/e time.
27. Deissmann, P£_ul, p. 12?
28. hcGiffert thinhs that Paul must have b een interested in
the conversion of the Horrmn Pripdre to the Jevi/ish faith
( Apostolic Age , p. II9)
29. Such an unconditional devotion of himself to the work of
exterminating Christianity seems alone to ex: lain his
imiuediate dedication of his entire life to its advancement,
when his conversion took :1- ce.
ii
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't t-his time T like to take the tim.e for e no tier
considerati OK. lor 1: itl-. , It is this : Did Paul see
Jesus and get into contact \vith rlim before his conversion? In
other words: Is it pussitle that Foul himself had seen JesusT
This is one of the unsolved questions of the Tev; Testament.
On the negative side, there is the fact that the Epistles
contain r.o explicit reference to any such meeting. Is there
not a high degree of probability, it may be asked, that if
Paul had encountered Jesus or listened to T'is voice, some
mention of the fact woold have been miade? On the positive
side, there is the consideration that F ul mmy well have been
in Jerusalerri at the time of Jesus' trial '^^;nd death. If so,
is it not likely that- their paths would cross?'
Llany comn.entators have claimed th-t II Corinthians
5 :l6 settles the matter, and points to a p^ositive answer.-^
lu is doubtful, however, if this passage c-n be admitted as
evidence. The crucial v;ords are these : ""'.’herefore henceforth
know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have knowTi
Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no
more." This statemient presents a nuiiber of difficulties.
'/hen Paul uses the plural "we," is he sp.eaking of himself alone,
or the Apostles in general' Is "Christ" here an official
title, ev^uivalent to lessiah, or is it a name ^.urely personal'
Coes the p-hrase "after the flesh" indicate the miethod of
30 fanday, art, Paul , in IIDCG, II. p 88 ?
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"knowing," or does it stnnd closely conjoined oo the oid
Christ" Gore suggests thstt Paul is speaking for the
Christian Messengers g^^nerally , Vvdeh no specific personal
reference at all.^'^ Put the whole context seems to indicate
quite definitely that is is his own name in which he is
speaking, and his own exiierience which he is recording.-
After all, we csnnot solve this problem with only this t-^xt:
but we have no oiher material, ^.herefore, it is iim ossible
to decide whether Paul’s conversion would be helpedpalbng by i,lie
direct influence of Jesus before the crucifixion: of coui se
we can t&ke the indirect influence of Jesus through Pis
disciples intc cur consideration. It is, however, ^ fact
that Paul persecuted the Christians, and the reason was that
the eirq basis of the Primitive Church--Jesus is the Messiah--
was an inexcusable heresy from the Iharisaic , oint of view
(I Cor. I:l8, 24): that is, to recognize the offender on the
Cross as the Messiah is against the rule oi the law-, and alro
against the Messianic conception of the Orthodox;.. _his
conflict was not merely in theory but in fact. The p-roblem
to him was the rising of the nev/ religion and the
^1 Pelief in Christ* p- « ICT
1 2 , ^7eiss ( Paul and J e su s , pp.- . 120-156') and Gr.ms e y (^he _eac
m.ng
of Paul, p. 22 ff) think that Paul knew
crucifixion, but it is generally denied., Ii Paul diu^not
see Jesus, he might go somewhere beside Jerusalem during
Jesus’ public ministry. Perhaps he went to his home 5
Tarsus, as a young rabbi. C. Cmith (Life
Paul, 3C) and Pobinson. (Life of laul ) believe Lhat
mip'ht marry, during this time. P^-mr-ay presupposed that P-.-ul
would study the Greek literature and philosoihy at ^a.rsus
University, but it is hardly to tl i:'!: that a puritanic
Pharisee, C.->ul, would register at the cathedral of the
Pagan civilization.
4i
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I.lessianic moveiiient, being carried ariior.g the nations.
If the answer to the j.rotl£ni I have been investi-
gating must remain in doubt, there can be no uncertainty
about the larger question, Whether haul had seen Jesus with
his ovvn eyes or not, he vvas thorourhly connizant of the facts
of Jesus * life
,
Apart from the information which he was able
to gather in his l ersecuting days
,
his contacts v/ith the
apostles after his conversion would certainly be turned to
good account. From the lips of Feter and others he would
learn the full story in all its ir;timacy and ’wonder and
beauty. ^3 Ferha].s, he might hear often the reports of Jesus,
and a s the matter of fact, he might know the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Therefore, defenses of the disciples
about Jesus would come to Faul's ears ••.ith the thought of the
Suffering Servant, and also fragments of the Gospel narratives
and the deep impression of Jesus’ personality might reach to
hiii. gradually. After all, it is impossible to think that
the persecutor of Jesus would not know of Jesus, and did not
intend to do so. V/as Paul frcsntic with lacking coolness at that
time? F"ul, rather more or less uneasy concerning the
observation of the law and the glory of the chosen people,
would have to be impressed by seeing that the illiterate and
proletarian peoples were testifying boldly of Jesus with the
joy and courage of martyrdom.
33 . Gal-. 1:18
-.T?|:s|- • V^jr
II
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5. Saul on the ’Vay to Damascus
Perhaps as Saul rode on his v;ay to Damascus,
his mind v»/as full of thoughts about the great events that
had recently occurred. The Christians were a stubborn set
and aere hard to teach the truth, the orthodoxy of the time.
The death of Jesus ought to have been enough. But '^tephen
had gone the same v;ay. Saul was now the victorious chamrion
of orthodox Judaism. The path ran straight before him to
glory and power. But yet he had time to recall all events that had
ha^-pened recently and to Pooka bachton.’ himself 'ho knew that
these influences -were- to b.e.^th.ehdirect p:reparatioh -for* his dudden
conversion^ The text tells us that his conversion was a sudden
one, yet it was not a magic transformation, but had its psycho-
logical preparation. Deissmann divides It into two-»negative
and positive as follows
Pegative in the experience through which the
soul tJf the young Pharisee had gone in its passionate
hunger for righteousness under the yoke of the Law: in
the letters of the convert decades lat«-y*-'v;e still hear the
echo of his sign at that time: the terrible discovery had
come to him as a curse, that ev--n for the most earnest
coriTcijnce in fact esieci lly for the isost earnest
conscience, it was impossible really to keep the y.'liole
law.
The positive prep^aration for the convers'ion
came on the .one hand through the prophietic inwardness
of the Cld Revelation which has influenced 7‘ul even as
a Jew; on the other hand, through a relatively close
touch viith- the genuine tradition of Jesus and ith the
effects v/rought by him in- the characters of the confessors
W'ham Paul persecuted. It is almost cortainlp^ probable
that the Pharisee was a co^uainted with his' o]ponent thi'ougli
'r’'is V'/ords and the influence Re continued to exert on Ris
discir.le
.
34. P.ml, p. 131
t• I
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In other ^.’ords, I Gr.n say the^e in this ''vay : In r...ul’s nind
there ere two streams of thourht; (1) the gradual realization of the
Insufficiency of obedience to the lev; as the ii.Gans of salvation;
and (2) the gradual recognition of Jesus the Ihrist as the
He s
s
iah expected d-he
-
Jews . '
J’e .ossess in the look of the lets three detailed
narrcitives of the conversion of Paul h,
_
.
.. on the v;ay to
Damascus; these are one by the author, I.uke (chap. 9^5
by Paul hia-self (chaps. 22 and 26). Hiese ch .tens, together
„ith certain allusions .to uhe subject and to his spiritual
history in Paul's hiistles, constitute our only docu-menuary
evidence for deterc.ining the nature of the event -‘'nd its
relation to the devnlo].ment of his inner life. The zealous
persecutor and Piis com_^ ; nions
,
equij-i- ed v;ith a ccuu.ission from
the f-nihedrin, are arrested in their Journey : cross the
desert toward Dr^juascus by a supernatural ajp earance to them
of uhe glorified dhrist. This revelation was accompanied
by external phc;nomena which dazzled the st.nses and rrofoundly
impressed the mind of Daul.' "To this existence he uniformly
refers his conversion, "liether he was converted by an
im;ard
Ej here
light
vision of Christ, a manifestation the s; iritual
only, or by a revelation accompanied by su] ernatural
and voices, is a cuestion which does not .--essentially
concern the j^ciblem of the .relation of the experience on
(1-. i
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the way to Damascus to his sp-iritual history.
Does Paul contemplate this revelation of Christ to
him as the initial point of his change of life? There can
be no doubt that the three narratives assume this to be the
case. Un to the moment he is de^icted^as a persecutor, bent
U 2- on the extermination of the Christians. Do hint is any ..here
given that he had any scruples or hesitation as to the ^usti-~
fication of his course. The only ex;^ression which c'~'nbe
adduced as indicating such scruple on his lart is that of the
heavenly voice: "Saul, '^aul
,
hy
^
ersecutest thou me? It is
hard for thee to kick against the goad" (Acts. 26:14). Ihese
words are thought by some to i:..ply that Squl was engaged in a
conflict wiuh his conscience, which, like a goad, v;as urging
j cf
him toward an opposite course of action.--*^ But the figure of
the goad, both in itself and in its use, more appropriately
refers to forces outside oneself, as to the ..ill or efforts
of another, than to the subj octivm state of hesitance from
p 6
scruple.-" Lost interp imters accordingly agree that the
o.eaning here is: It is v:..in and ineffectual for you to
resist my v;ill and purpose regarding the progress of my
Church
.
In Bom. 7:7-25 't-he ap^ostle describes a certain
inner conflict of principles under the first person.
35* Pfl-iderer, Influence of Paul on the Develo] men t of
Christianity
, p. 29
36 . Stevens, Pauline Th-:ology ^ p . 9
0
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It can hardly be doubted that this lescrii: tion refers, either
directly or indirectly, to his o ,n life. The d escription is oi
one vi ho under the operation of the Old Testament law has been
awakened to a sense of his sin and of his need of forgiveness
0 n
and renev/al.-^'^ This narrative reflects Paul’s own moral
history. lie had passed through this mor:'l struggle
,
and-
experienced this Sciise of defeat in his best aspirations.
It was only the manifestation of Christ in his Lrue character
as the favior from overmastering sin that terminated the
conflict and brought harmony and t eace into his life. I
believe that it is in the exxerience thus depicted that we
are to find the 2 oint. of contact bet'ueen his sudden conversion
and his previous career. 'T’his inner ccnl’lict, according to
Deissmann, was the subjunctive ^reps.ration for his conversion,
and made the revelavicn of Christ to him productive of a
radical change in his disposition and conduct.-
It should be born distinctly in mind that this
inner conflict was not bet'ween effoi'ts to be saved by the law,
and doubts stimulated by Chi-istian teaching as to the correct-
ness of this method, but between these efforts i.nd the power
of sin which doomed them to failure. It irrglies, therefore,
no scruple regarding obedience to the law as the true and only
way of salvation, much less any hesitation regarding his
37* I will discuss in more detail later, and I take at this
time that this picture is the experience of Paul before
his conversion.
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conduct as a ei’-ecutor
,
but only anxiety, fear, and lespon-
dency on Saul’s jart because of his inability to pursue that
l7
way successfully,-* So, anyhow, "the sight of Shrist as the
gracious Savior who receives the sinner upon faith, is the
termination of the conflict ,--the event- which solves the
I roblem of conscience of whose solution Saul is despairing,
•5 p
and not the occasion and exciting cause of the conflict."-’^
Let us now see the jcsitive way of i^rei^aration of
Saul for his conversion. '.Vhile the objective character of
Christ’s appearance to laul is by all means to be maintained,
it is legitimate to assume that there was a subjunctive
state answering to the objective phenomenon. "T'his may be
laid do'wn as a pu^ii^^ciple in reference to all such supernatural
manifestation. Thus the visions and the voices seen and
heard by Jesus at his Baptism, and at the Transfiguration
,
corresj. onded to :.nd interpreted Ilis own thoughts at the moment.
‘t'he case of Paul, the principle means that before
Christ api-eared to him on the way to Damascus, "he had been
revealed in him, not yet as an object of faith, but as an
pa
object of earnest thought."-^'' The Christ w'ho ap:p eared to him
was not an utterly unknown personality. He had heard of Him
before, he knew that His followers believed Him to have arisen
37. Cn the difference between Cqul’s consciousness of personal
failure to obey the law and th-^ idea of the absolute im-
possibility of salvation by it. (Pfleiderer, p- ulinism
,
p.4f)
38. Ctevens, Pauline Th e 01 o g;:-,-' , p. 17
39. Bruce, Paul’s Conce; tion of Christianity , p. 32
-v.r *'**>' • ' ' Tt '
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serious reflections as toa^ciin ii'oni the aeocl} and he had had
Vvhat such an event ins lied.
That such thou^:hts had T?asred throurh Paul’s mind
is rendered rrohable by the fact, vouched for by his own
coniession, that before his conversion he jersecuted the
disciple of Jesus with pa.ssionate zeal fdal. 1:1 3). ^he new
f^^'^^si’^osted him very much. Jt seems to have
fascinated him. he hated it, yet v; as drawn towarms it,
and could not let it alone. He evidently reg.rded it as a ri-
of Judaism, antagonistic thereto in its whole spirit
-.nd
tendency, as ouherwise it is difficult to corm. rehend his
fiercely hostile attitude towards it. If he did not get this
viev. of the new religion from Stephen, as the account in
-.gts v.ould lead us to infer, it must have; come to him from
his own keenly penetrating insight. A man like ^aul of
T-rsus sees below uhe surface of things
,
and c:.n detect there
what is coag letely hidden to the ordinary eye. In this
respect he m y have divined the genius of the new^ faith
better than its own adherents, who for the most -art v^.r^-
i*-i- erj. ectly corrp rehended v;hat wsc to grev. out of the anparentl
insignifiesnt seed contained in the confession that Jesus v;as
the Christ, fnly on the assuim tion thvt come such thoug’ ts
had been working in Saul’s mind does his furious hyperbolical
hostility to Christians become intelligible. These thoughts

combined with those ever-deepening doubts as to the attain-
ability of righteousness in the brcsis of legalism fully account
for his mad behavior. They also v regare us for what is
coming. "A man in whose soul such rerzlous stuff is at
v.ork cannot be far from a sgii-itual crisis, the time the
ACDamascus expedition was undertaken, the crisis as due."
".’hen a spiritual crisis does come to a men of this
‘.yT'e, it possesses deep, inexhaustible signific^^nce . "“uch was
the fact certainly in the case of T ul. Tn the viev/ of some
.riters the spiritual development of this ren.arkable man
took place mainly in the ^ eriod subseguent to his conversion
to the Christian f^'ith. They find in the period antecedent
wo the conversion little or no struggle, and in th . conversion
itself they see nothing more than the case of one .'ho,
p reviously sin unbeliever in the I essiahship.' of Jesus
ler.gth oeen brought to acknowledge that Jesus vi/as th
ehreugh a miraculous demonstration that Fe was swill
,
had at
c: Christ,
a live
It ..ould ,, indeed , be nearer the timith to s'-y that
4C. Truce, Paul’s Conception of Christianity
, p.
41, In katherson’ s treatii*ent of the subject the alleged develo
rnent has reference rather to Paul's views of the Christian
ethical ideal than to his theological concepti- ns
.
( The Criritual PeveloT-ment of !"t. Paul , pp). 39 snd 65 .)
*
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on the dey f'oul of Tarsur v/r.s converted, hie sj iritual
develoi.ment xo a large extent lay tehind hin. For hien to
t-come a Christian lueant ev-i rything. It laeant becoming e
lE.ulinist Christian in the s.nse which the Controversial
Fp is ties enable us to interpret that expression. !"cv/ T
should like to conlude this part with the quotation from
Vrede
The gr*eat change ‘'..hich the apparition wrought
in Feul did not lie in the moral region. Is a
Pharisee he had served Cod with p^rssionate devotion and
deep sincerity, and lived for Fis v.ill. Tic needed
not, like other converts, converts from a life of sin,
to turn c.rBy from sensual p lei sure and loV'_ of the
v,orld, that he might be thenceforward a p^enitent and
holy man. The fault of his former life is not oven
his denial of Jesus, the error v.-hiGh led the
length of persecuting the help" cause. T^is conversion,
therefore, su^-^^lp^ as it affected a practic-.'l transformation
of his ^llf e, li^'e , still essentially a change of
conviction.
42. I ul, p. 10
(' h ,t sort of vision was it in which '"-.ul beheld the of "led
in the light out of heaven on the wap' to Caio.ascusT The
dnsw'ers. to: the guestion. .will; vahy according., to a. rir:,n.cs^. con-
cep/tion of the universe. T think that this is not the basic
problem in this paper, ^nd.T shall refrain from deoiling with it.)
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6. In t£iri relations of the ?th Clv.:i,ter of the K^'istle to
the Romans
The locus classicus for this v'hole side of
thought is, of coui'se, Romans 7* This famous X-C.ssa.£;'e
,
so
crucial for an understs nding of the ai.ostle’s life and
religion, raises two questions. Is tht struggle here
described that of the unconverted soul, or does it enter also
into the exr erience of the redeemed? Tnd is ttiis a
general stSitement, or is it autobiography?
Cn the former of those questions V7e need not linger
long. The very fact th- t the name of Christ is not heard
until the closing verse, that Jesus is mentioned nowhere in
all uhis ch:qter until Ke comes in suddenly in the doxology
which pi'oclaims the conflict ended and the victory won, is
a clear indication that it is the experience of a life still
requiring to be born again which is here being described.
Inyone who reads the two clr pters 7 and P in succession g
will 0. ssuredly feel that in passing fi'orn the one to the
other he has entered a tot^.lly different atioosphere
.
If it is one soul’s experience which is being describc-d in
both, then v;e c. n only s~y thot between them seme thing
decisive has happened. There has been a clean break of
some kirxd , There has been rebii'th, conversion. Phrases
such as "sold under sin" (Vs. 14), "0 dretched man that I am"
•N
I
fV
s
(Ys.24), are not the norn., 1 notes of a life that '^h^'ist
has changed.
deissn.ann indeed indir.es to no then vie^;. "It
is hod I sycholo^y he declares, "to refer the 'wcrds
significant of dei'.ressicn exclusively to laul.’ s ire-
Christian r.eriod, and to n.ake only Paul the '"hristian speak
Uhe words iron, on hi^h. Fvcn as a Ihristian P- ul v^/as
swallowed up by the deep." "Iven in his Christian perJ od
^+. Paul is capable of such cries fcr help -.vhen the old
distress wakes in hire again." "Side by side with 0..II his
i.xOr - 1 exhort- ations to Christians to battle ag. hart sin
there are confessions of Paul the Christian himself, -wit-
ness inc' that even the new-created feels at ti...es tiie old
deep sense of sin." That there is truth in this need not
be denied. The Christian v.ho has made his peace with Cod
is not extei-.pt from struggle and conflict, and history can
testify thc;t it is often the noblest saints v;ho feel their
unworthiness most. Put this voiiit to b-- noticed is that
the struggle and conflict are nc.v faced in a si i-'it utterly
different from anything that w'ent before*, the hole tone of
the life is altered; and from the man who is "in Christ"
the feelings and sadness and -d isillusionment and futility
which erv aloud in Homans 7 are fled and vanished, .'.'ere
he to fall fremi grace cr even for a rsoment to ho.ve his
43 PP 6?, 156
i,^Y
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connection with Jesus severed, then indeed uhe n.isery there
described wcul3 con.e rushir.n back ut on hie.: and it c-av be
that in vn-itiny the chi'.rter I: ul ans say in^', "there is vd:at
n;y life is, and yours, and the life of •* 11 .the -.orld--
ai_art from Christ, this is what hap_ ens v.hen a ii.an lets
44
Jesus yo." Jenny certainly has riyht on his side ’'hen
he ri.uint"ins that "no one could hi.ve .ritten the lacsare but
a Christian," and that the exi -..rience to '.;hich it refers
is being "seen through regenerate’s eyes": but fundaruv;ntally
it is the i re-Christian life v.hich is here delir,eated, a
life vvhich pcisses av/ap \',hen Christ makes all things nev;.
there reiaairis the other question raised by this'
ch-.pter in Romans Is it autobiogr:y. hic-^1
,
or ; urely
teiss inclines to the letter vie., and hcdds that the
absence of specific.' lly Jewish colouring and the use of
the present rather thar. the past tense make it icy ossible
to regard it. as a tr.anscript of Rv.ul’s o'..n e..g: erience
. ,
fQ
me oh is seems entirely unconvincing,
found on ex-:^mir ation
,
" S'l ys Rodd,^^
ever, says ’T’ unless he is Sj^esking
even if he means to generalize from
But quiue apart from that, there are
"I o will in f ct be
"that T-.ul rarely, if
of himself personally,
th^ particular instance
certain c: ncns w'hich
44. Sx~ ositor’s Creek Testament
,
II. F. 639-
45 . Homans , P'. IO7 .
I<.
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enable one to decide vith a hic;h de^'ree of accurocy .<hether
he is siriyl2/ speaking at lai'ge
;
and if ever 'words bore
all the evidence of having been v.ror.g from the agony of
a m_,n's own soul, these pcignar.t sentences most surely'" do.
Fo literary convention makes a n.an sp^^ak as Fa ul has spoken
here. In his verpa he'-rt’s blood this j.age v;as v;ritten.
This, of course, is not tc' s-...y th^t vdder rcf^^re'ncc
is excluded, for in his o..n bitter conflict F ul sees
struggle of unredeemed hunmnit^^ ...irrcred. This was l.-j
struggle j Paul says;," this my defe---t; o.nd this, thank dod,
ii.y victor^/."
;rtuinly what has given
in pas s ing tha t v; e cannet be too
, admitting us to uh e innor sanct-
“in'' ’,;1 t_U 1 ’ f th e cl eep est secrets
t bet' -- een s. me C c 0 ge of uhis kind
and i;;ip-ersonwl is 'ive 11 1 llustrat ed.
46
"by a c CL-,,arison 0 f ih e
ith the wriii H' 'G of ' -t. 1- . na'sius.
Paul ’
s
^^os; el 1 ts To.r c e ond grip
is the f^ct, th • t lU is e xr -ri-ia en -1- 1w
t as F ul ’ s hi ste r once drew
_
<hc curta i n thm t h id th^. Sucr^-ts
Fis fr iend the story of th?t Ionely
, o f Reconciliation
, p . 4446. The Christian Toot
(c
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•"titanic struggle in order to heir and strengthen then,
when their dark days should come, so Tsui here, re'.lizing
that the man who is to lead others to God must "walk in the
light" (I. John 1:7) make no secret of the redeen.ing
death, has opened his whole life to us without reserme.
Cf Romans 7 snd 8 it is surely true to say that nowhere
in the literature of personal confession could a notder
fulfillm.ent he found of the Tsalmist’s in^junction, "Let
the redeemed of the I,ord say so, whom !"e hath redeemed
from the hand of the enemy." (I's-lm 1C7:2) F^ul, ty
disclosing the wretchedness and misery in whdch Christ had
ushered him, is tearing his witness to bowed :,nd burdened
si.irits every\.here
;
"This, by God’s grace, h:;piened to me,
and this under God, c.n happen to you."
i/
<
II. The Historical Background
The Christian religion was cradled in Judaism.
Behind it lay the amazing history of the Hebrew nation.
Iiito the soul of it wer.t all the idealisii., the faith, the
divine revelation, the providential guidance w'hich had made
that history great. Through its veins flowed the blood of
generations of Hebrew saints. The Hebrev/ attitude of life
was its inheritance, the Hebrew genius for God its iiii'th-
right. Jesus c:me, not to destroy, but fulfill. Yet
Christianity from the first was destined by God for a world-
religion. Born and cradled in Judaisoi, it was to leave its
ancestral home cind fcce the dest.erate need of the whole
earth. The seed sov;n in Palestinian soil was to become
a tree whose le-ves would be for the healing of the nations.
And so when God, seeking a man to heralvi ana ^^‘oclaiii. the
Gospel of His Soil, laid violent hands on Saul of Tarsus,
breaking in on his life and clain.ing him utterly and flooding
his whole being 'with an ii'resistiole passioii for Christ, there
was a sii.gular aj pi'opi'iateness aoout the choice. For Paul
belonged to booh worlds. Before evei* he became a Christian,
two strains had rningl-d in hi,.., two influences had beei. j laying
upon him. He was at once a Jew, and a citizen of the wider
world. Nui'tured in the faith and ways of Judaism, he never-
theless had experienced the contact and influence -f a Gr.ek
1c
environment. My business in the present study will be to
study the ma,n and his religion in relation to this Jewish
and Hellenistic background in v/hich his life was set, and
to inquire fov/ far it helped to mould and determine his
presentation of the G-ospel of Christ.
-.1
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A. Judaism
I. Deiinixion of Judaism
Judaism rriiiy be defined as the strictest form of
monoLheism; as Canon Streeuer says: "Ju-aisn. is a religion
vji'.h a single dogma , -than is God is One."^ But it is
soiiiCthing more than a bare mental belief. "It is the
effecu Vi/hich such a belief, v;ith all ius logical consequence,
exerus on life, that is to say, thoughc and conduct. It is
uhe religion which was first pi'^ached by Abraham, and
symbolized by the cov.nant of circun.cision
,
and it is still
iractised by his descendants."^ A foi-mal precise definition
of Judaism is a matter of some difficulty, because iu raises
thv. quesuion, ".Vhat is the abselute and iriaducible minimun.
of ccnfcrmity?" On the other hand, it may be s^id, more
vvidely, that the found.a\,ion of Judaism resus on cvvc prir.c i; les-,
uhe lenity of God :-.nd ti:.e ciicice of Israel. Judaism denounce:
idola iry and polytheisni. It bell-cves in a universal God,
out it is no'L exclusive. It beiiev-s that uhis world is oOod,
and unat man is capa..le of perfection. He possesses f ree will
and is responsible for his action. Judaism rejects any
leediator and any cosmic fo-'ce for evil. Iv'an is free: he is
1. Primitive Church, p. 4C
2. Fovs/ler, Jil.
,
VIII, p.'. 4b2
ii
r ^ ftj •
m
no^ nor are lifesubjecL to Satan;
irli er ently bad; w e ^ i th L^ay b
llan is made in the image of
tne x*esL of the divine v.orks
the n.aterial gifts of
e a blessing ao we^l as a curse.
God; uherciore, he is noble, like
. For unis reason all men are
equally brouhei's. Just as they were united in the beginning,
so will they be drawii oOgeuh-r agair* at th^.- end of uiii.e.
They Vi/ill be brouhs- s near uo the kingbom of Ileaveix by the aid
of Israel. This is the functioii of Judaism, to spread
peace and ^,ood v/ill uhroughouu the vjorld.
Judaism by ins idea of a divine kingdom of uruth
and righteousness to be built on earth gave to mankind
a liop'O and to histo^'y o. goal for -which to live and strive
through uhe centuries. Other nations beheld in the
world's pi-ocess a cor.tinual decline from a golden a - e
of happiness to an iron ^.ge of toil, until in a great
catastroidiC of conflagration and ruin the end of all
uhings, of men and gods, is to oe r-osched. Judaism
poinus forward to a state of humar. perfection and bliss
uo ce brought by uhe complete unfolding of uhe divine
in man or uhe revelation of God's full gloxy as the goal
of history. And herein lies its great disuir.cuion also
from Chrisuiani ey . Judaism's scops lies not in uhe
world beyuhd the worlu of uhe s^ iri:^, of which ii.an on
^arth can have no c v-nce^ uioi. . ^'Coh the hOj e of resur-
rection and ^ hat of inji.or v^ality
,
in soiim fo.em or other
familiar ana inais;i.ei.sable to eill trices ar.d creeas,
s^em evidently to havn come to the Jews from -witheut--
the one fi-oii. lersia or Bablonia, the otini* fron. Greece.
Judaism itself I'ests on neithei-. Its sole aim : nd
puri ose is to r\.ndei' tim v^orla that r^o’w is a divine
kin£_^dom of ui'ULh and ri ,di ^ecusness
;
and this giv. s
it its eminently rational, etnical, and pi*, ctical
char cter.b
This aim is pursu-d by tii insistenc on the belief in the
3. Kohlar, oF., VIII, p. 363
(
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unioy arid on dhe
;^
rocoice of ohe Goirjruandii.or.ts
. Judaism
lays more suress on ;vor-ks fh-: n on faiuh, thcu^'h the former
are of no avail Vvithout the latter.
It is not a creed or a -ysten. of beliefs upon
the acceptance of which redemption or future salvation
de^e.-ds; it is a system of humen conduct, a law of
rignteousness^which man sliould foilcrv in order to
live uhereby.
Yet Judaism do^s not lack a doct^-ine of faith; it is very
doubtful ’Whether an atheist who kept the Torah, or the Jevrish
Ideals of ±'ighteousness
,
could be called a Jevm There is
ixO doubt that he would be "saved" ii. the Christian sense,
because Juaaism teaches that every I'ighteous man, irrespective
of his beliefs, has a share in the .vorld to come. But, just
beuause Juaaisn; oeliev_s th:^t ev^ry good man is "saved,”' it
forlo’vvs that to be a good Jew must include something mor-e,
anu muse be eth cally higher, than being a good man.
While Judaism, on the one hand, opens the door to
roselytes, it is iiievitable, from the fact of ils demanding
self-sacrifice
,
that it ii.ust long remain the religion of a
liiir.ority. The functicu of Judaism is to keep a groc-t id W’
,
uiisulxicd ar^d intact, before th-, eyes of the world. Je’.vfs
must be prepared to defend their standard at the cost of their
lives, as ii. the past, and to sacrifice, not only their lives,
but their material j rospei’i Ly-~ofter. a harder’ task. I'.any
4 . Kohlar, JS.
,
VIII, p. ^65

a potential martyr b'^comes indifferent, through jrosrerity,
to uhe i.;eals for .vhich he Vvould offer his life in tii-
e
of Kersecution,
The historic significance of Judaism is very '
a:iarent. Through Christianity and liohaniiLedci.ism
it had become one of the most important factors in
Vv’estern civilization. Its ethics, according to
L.ax C/ebei- ( Cesanimelte A.ufsatz e zur Relig ios s oziol.-'ie ,
III, p. 6), still largely f : rrns our present Turoptan
and fear Eastern religious ethics.-
2. Judaism at the Time of the few Testament.
The religious outlook of the Irimitive "’hurch was
in many respects so similar to that of Jev^ish i iety and faith
that it was impossible to be in the realm of the one aithcut
being to a large degree v. ithin the orbit of the other. Tn
its primitive stages it is scarcely possible, in many ways.
.
• Elbogen, Ency. of Cocial science
,
IV, p. 440
. According to famack
,
(Hist, of Oonm.a . I. ^ .'^6 ) it is
well known that Judaism at the time of Christ embraced a
great many different tendencies. Beside Iliarisaic Judaism
as the st-iii j:rcxer, uhere was a motley mass of formations
v/hich resulted from the contact of Judaism with foreign
ideas, customs and institutions (even .'.ith Babylonian and
. ersian)
,
•'^nd which attained ios ortance for the evelo_^meie
of the predominant Church, as well as for the forreation
of the so-called gnostic Christian communions. T^ellenic
elements found their way even into Fharisaic th<L.ology.
Orthodox Judaism its-^-lf has marks which show that no
spiritual movmment was able to escape the influence ,hich
proceeded from, victory of the Greeks over the East.
«
^ V
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A li^
to distin: uish the church from its rdirious environn.ent
.
V ) w-
Judaisn: amidst -vhich the I-rimitivs "hurch c''U:.c to
birth had moved or Ijuycnd the sir.^^ler li-cits loreshm-dov/ed
by "zra and T’^ehensirh? But the ultimate consensus of
Ra.bbinic o] inions as to the real content of Judaism, kncvvn
as Rabbinic Judaism, was not r eached for some t.o centuries
after Jesus. Rillel '\nd fharmaai .<ere hotly disyutin£;: as
to v.hat the tenets of Jud^' ism were as the fhristian era c">me
into being. The con-.^UrSt of Mexander, the Hellenistic
URheev 1 in laulesuine through Antiochus iRhanes and the
I. a.ccab-can wnrs', and the incoroing of Homan sujremacy, all
disturbed Israel’s religion. The syncretism of the a ge did
not leave the Je’wish f^. ith alone, as there mixed ..ith the
older Hebrew iiotions those of Babylonian cosmology, Bersian
eschatalogy, and the accomr anyirig '.eveloiments in ide"-s of
p
the Hellenistic .;orld.'" Increasing contacts of the races
and yeoRles through the cxi-sndin^ comi-xrce opened up in-
r.umber-ible avenues of ar^ roach among the subject nations of
the Homan Hirgires, and the Jew shared in all these '.’ ider
developments.
He
,
. therefore
,
ex;t.ect to discern advances fron. the
simple faith of the older religion of Israel. He now con:e
7. HoRv.ood, Religious Hx]-erience of the Prirni. Ihurch
,
p.J?
8 . Ibid
.
,
p. 47

across Pharisees
,
Sadducees, and Pssenes: v;e hecome av;are of
a ’'tradition" that is associated with the law of i.cses, of
^
olioical liessianisiix, of angds and demons, of the ax-ocalyi tic
in an advanced form, of synagog'ues for religious wcrohip and
instruction in every village and town. Put this develop-
ment dccs not represent exactly the rdigion p^ortrayed in the
later Rabtinic .vritings of the Talmud, edited during the
long period d.D. 2GC-5CC. The religion of the Talmud does
not'-Stand for the faith of the peode as a v;hde in the days
of Jesus of Tazareth; it .represents that of one seciion of
the Jews, narcely the Pharisees and scribes of tile Gospels,
or rather, their successors. Further, the I'.abbinism of the
later literature came into this expression as Christianity
began to come into definite opposition to Judaism, resulting
ultin:ately in the separation of the two religions in the
second century. There was a sharpening of divergences^
both in Christianity and in Rabbinism. It is, therefore,
mort„ than likely that the Rabbinic Judaism of ” .D.
was not Ciuite the same ' as the scribal Judaism in v.hich laul
Vvas trained, l.xntefiore does :not find this gap too serious,
as he asses easily from the later RatbiniSnu to the. first
Christian generation in order to show that Paul v.ns not a
p.'ure Rabbinic Jew. "Rither the Rabbinic Judaism of ''.P.
was not the Rabbinic Judaism of A.R. pCC or 3CC
,
or Paul

at the time of his conversion was no pure ^lahbinic Jew."^
This great Jewish interpreter inclines to the latter alter-
native, but the former alternative has sufficient truth in
it to suggest that the Rabbinic idealization of the later
centuries may represent differences from Judaismi of the time
of Jesus and Paul, as this in turn portrays differences from
the relatively simpler position of the Cld Testament.
If the classic Rabbinism of the Talmud is not the
typical religious e>n-ression of the Judaism of the age of
Jesus and Paul, v>/here are 'we to look for this? The
Pharisees and scribes formed a brotherhood into which "they
v;/ould admit only such as pledged themselves to live
in accordance .. ith their fixed rules of piety, avoiding
contact with the Am ha-are tz and sinner, and especially to
10
observe the Levitical laws of purity at their mea.ls."
If tiiey v\/ere so exclusive, it is strange that the Pharisees
represented the bulk of the lav;-observing Jews,^^ The
Pharisees seem more accurately placed by describing them as
a "small minority superlatively embodying a certain tendency
of thought and practice in the Judaism of Jesus’ day, but
neither officially nor unofficially in control of the
12
situation." Jesus’ own remark to them shows th^^t the
9 .
10 .
11 .
1_.
Judaism and St« Pau l
,
p . $8
Kohler, The Origins" of* Synagogue and Church
,
p. 109
Tb id
.
,
p. 110
V. R. Arnold, The Relation of Primitive Christianity to
Jewish Th ourh t a
n
d Teaching, Harvard Theol
Rev., 7JCIII, p. 1^'.
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Pharisees could not be opposed or gainsaid or even sharT.ly
criticized, either in public or in private. Further, these
seesi to have been degrees' of Pharisaism according to v^fhether
more or less rigid fcrn.s- of tradition v/ere followed (Acts 2 ^:
5 ). They did not form a rigid society as did the Fssenes,
a body which had little influence on Judaism, and still less
on the Christian Church. The Sa.dducees were the nobility
of Jerusalem, in charge of the external religious affairs of
the nation, but not typical of the Judaism of their time,
nor of any other time of that time.
3 . Relation Between Judaism and Christianity as a Thole
The Christian Church, according to Farnack, ^ was
indeed largely able to carry on its work because the soil
was prepared for it by Judaism. At the birth of Christianity
there were religious, coiiununities to be found in the large
cities. Knowledge of the Cld Testaroent was -widely dissem-
inated, and it was quite easy for the Christian Church to
adapt for its purpose the existing Jev.'ish catechism and lit-
urgies. The people had already been accustomed to the religious
T 0 Hist, of Dogma
,
I. p. 43f
h
In-service and to the regulation of their private lives,
deed, Christianity inherited fron Judaisn. an iL.jresaive
apologetic for monotheisn:, historical -teleology, including
the day of judgment, as ’..ell as a system of ethics v/hich in-
volved the obligation of individual propaganda. Ti-erefore,
14dngus also says this:
Judaism furnished the Christian hhurch ,;ith
many useful hints tov>/ard the establishment of that
comp-act ecclesiastical organization v/hich defined deme.
She taught the Church the necessity of a siiidt of
universal brotherhood and co-operation, v;hereb'" ihe
strong v/ere to help the weak, and the ccr;.mitties
v/ere kept in close contact ’..ith each cthe^-.
Pov/ wonderfully everything v/as prepared for the Ccspeli
'that Palestine v/as for the v;orld, the synagogue was forev-ry
city^ Fov. could the ycuuhful Christianity possibly have made
its vi/ay through the unj-ielding, rock-like mass of '!’aathenism
without the Ciasiara? Now it found channels everpnvhere cut,
and v>/as able to diffuse itself rapidly in eveiy direction.
P'r.ov/ing the chief sways of Judaism, v/e know already in advance
the chief seats of earlp'- Christianity/', h.oreover v/e should
remeu.ber that the privileges of Judaism ..ere at first of ser-
vice to the Christian Church. Truly the tiu.es were fulfilled:
the old world was readp
,
i.ot to produce Christianity from
itself, but to receive it.
However, we cannot be so optimistic always^ Then
Early Christianity
,
p . l6214. Inv-iron. of
)A.
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we turn to the Acts of the 'postles, and to the EJ)istles of
Fc.ul
,
especially to the Epistle to the Galatians, v.e find that
the apostolic solution of the difficulty was not acceptable to
the early Jev/ish Christians, 8ndv./as not accej ted by many
of then. Vie have found that the practice of members of the
apostolic circle was not always in accordance v;ith the
principles vdiich they had announced in accordance v.ith the
guidance of the Epirit. There was a strong ultra-JewivSh
party in the early Christian Church, v;hich was able in some
n.easure to control the conduct of the apostles themselves.
And this v/as v>/hat was to be exiected. Iv'en who had been
trained in Judaism, where thie connection between religion
and p.'Olitics was sc very close, whose, religious thoughts
were always expressed in outward ordinances, could scarcely
avoid insisting upnn scm:e visible connection between
Judaism and Christianity. They could not see thsit
Christianity was the .completion of Judaism if the practices
of the I'.osaic economy were, kept up. Thus we find at least two
parties, a Judaizing and a Certile p.arty, in the early church.
At first the Jewdsh party v\/as so strong a s to force a compro-
mise up;on the leader of the Centile Church, and require that
every Contile Christian should at least beome a proselyte of
/
the gate by abstaining fronx blood, and from 7Tw>/? or a
breach of uhc CM Testament regulation about marriage, and
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it is probably that Jevvish Christians were required to keep
up all the practices of the Jewish religion ^^nd a.ore
especially to share in the sacrificial worship of the tenqle.^
After\',ards this Je'-vish party grew weaker, and it became the
universal b-^lief in the early church that a Christian vho
vvas born a Jev>/ did not need to observe the ceremonial la’w
of loses or to share in the Ten.ple-worship
,
and that Christians
were not recjuired tc shov.
,
by keei ing certain Jev/ish
regulations, that they v; ere believers in a c reed which v;as
a development of Cld Testament ide;. s. The capture of
Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple separated the
Christian Jews vvfho were of the sect of the Pharisees from
their fellovv Chi-istians
,
and the severe persecution of
Jewish religion and title w'hich followed the revolt under
Ear Cochba sent most of then, over into the ranks of the
Essence, and thus the Christian Church v;as left in peace to
reconcile its intimate coniiection with Judaism with its
abardrnent of Jewish ritual on the principle of Christian
liberty.
Christianity, after all, in more than an historical
sense, was the child of Judaism. From the parent relip/ion
it derived its idea of Cod, its ethical teaching, its f-^^ith
in the comiiig kingdom. Te cannot wonder that many scholars,
when they compare the Few Testament •;,ith the literatures of
15 . Sven Paul compromised in this point in his later year.
Acts 21:26.
I
....
,
Judaism, have declared that everything is borrov;ed. Put
the many similarities serve only to throv; the differences into
sharper relief, t’e are compelled to ask ourselves why a
reli^'ion so closely akin to Judaism and so dee] ly indebted
to it was essentially new. At no time ¥^as it a mere variant
of Judaism. V/hile it appeared in so many ways to continue
the Jewish tradition, it stood for principles ’..hich ,,ere
inwardly destructive of the religion of the law. V;hat ..ere
these new principles? In these, and not in its Jev.ish
antecedents, we must look for vhe real meaning of the gospel.
4. Paul and Judaism
Two lines of explanation have been followed in recen
years by those v^/ho reject, in the interest of a more radical
viev/, the liberal account of the origin of laulinism. But
these two lines run to a xertain pjoint together: they both
reject the emphasis upun the historic person of Jesus as
accounting for. the origin of laul’s theology. The criticism,
of the customary view w'as put sharply by T. '.Trede in 19f'4-?
v;hen he declared that Paul was no disciple- of Jesus, but a
second founder of Christianity. The religious life of Paul,
i>
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V7rede insisted, was not really derived from Jesus of zareth.
dliat was fundamental for laul was not the exainple of Jesus,
but Fis redeeming .;Ork as embraced in the death and resurrec-
tion, which were regarded as events of a cosmic significance.
If Paulinism was not derived froi;. Jesus of Fazareth, whence
was it derived? According to Jrede, who was sun orted t>y
L. Bruckner, working contemporaneously. Foul’s theology was
largely based on his heritage frcn. Judaism.
’’Even when a Christian,'’ says Beissmann,^'^
’’Paul preserved the most genuine features of his Jewish nature.
Therefore, the theme ’Paul the Jew’ is not to be interpreted as
if Paul had been a Jew up to his conversion, but after that
w'as a Jew; no longer." Paul remained a Jew while also a
Christian in spite of his passionate controversy against the
law. Paul never departed from the national and r eligious
communion of his people; he retained with the n:-me
"Feb--ew" (Phil. 3 •5') and the even .more significant n-'miec
"Israelite" ( 2Cor. 2:22) and "seed of ’.braham" (2Cor.2:22).
Ke boasts his descent from the trite of Punjarnin (Phil* 3‘5 ^j
vdiich he shared with Ting Caul (Acts 13:2), and his circum-
cision of the eigPith day (Phil. 3’5)* ^is thinking was Jev;ish.
Co also in neutral things, for example, he reckcnel the dates
of journeys by the Jewish calendar of feasts (I Cor. 16:85
Acts 27 ' 3 )
•
Though standing himself above the letter of the law,
16
.
^
Paul, p. 95
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he yet as an ai-ostle continued to observe the hallowed customs
of his people.
17
Paul had a theology already when he became a
Chri'st'da'n . He was naturally unable to fling it away like
a vjorn out clock. The new v;ay of regarding things v;hich his
conversion brought might indeed recast the .old, but roust
necessarily take up a good part of it into itself. 1 nevj
religion engenders new ideas only v.hen it presents nev;
religious realities. "In faith in Jesus there were tv/o
,
l8
only tv;o new^ realities," says V’rede
;
"J'esus rimself, with
his life, and the conm.unity. These sha^^d the original
Christian thoughts, and are certainly the decisive realities;
but, being so few, they disappear before the Jewish ideas
v/hich merge into them or-grovv? up unch^.nged by their side."
It can be shown that a great Jev^ish' heritage remains
in the Fa.uline thought. As educated theologian he possesses
an esp.^ecial wealth of clearly stamped Jewish ideas. Tithout
too great trouble a .tolerably comprehensive Jev^ish theology
could be ] ut together out of his letters; the Jew'ish paral-
19lels would be easy to supply. ^ About monotheism we need not
2C
Speak. V’einel comments thus:
17* I do not mean that he had a theology to preach but one
on which he organizes his own.
18. Paul
,
p. 138
19 . A'e have to content ourselves with sketching a fev/ leading
elements.
20. Paul
, P'. 22
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The best and most valuable heritage Jesus and
Paul received from their fathers v;as their belief in
God. Ithough God revealed himself to each of them in
their life in a new way—and it v/as just at this vital
X oint of 1 iety th: t each exx'.erienced that which wl-.s
convincingly nevj for himself and for humanity-- yet the
experience v;as alone possible by reason of the belief
in God which each inherited from the-ir people. Tt is
one God in whom their people believes, one God to
v^hom it offers its sacrifices and its prayers.
This same belief in God, inherited from Judaism, inherent in
the Old Testament, constituted a niost substantial factor in
the eagerness with which the Gentile world laid hold of
Christianity, com.^letely accepting the Cld Testament into
the bargain, in spite of the heavy stuiwbling block it ] re-
sented, alike in aesthetic -nd moral aspects. Put the whole
conception of the sway of the one God, how he lays his hand on
history, acconglishes his lurpose in it, foresees and fore-
orda.ins, was not thought out for the first time by Paul the
Christian. Those hard thoughts of God’s x redestinaticn Oind
almighty arbitrary will---he'is gracious to whom he will, and
whom he v;ill be hardens (Pom. 9-1^'^— ^^sd not intentionally, in
his Pharisaic days, been applied to Israel, but w ere never-
theless. not strange to him. ’',?ho could drive them from the idea
of Christ, 3Iis death and Ilis resurrection': And everything that
cannot be so derived is entirely Jevjish.
,
The framev;ork of the Psuline teaching is formed
by the Jewish idea of a cor.trast between two worlds, one which
is present and earthly, the other future and heavenly.
1
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p 1According to Teinel, the idea of a kingdom of good and a
kingdom of bad spirits, of angels of light, and angels of
darkness with fatan at their head, was prc/hably transferred
to the Jewish religion from the Persian, I^ere we have the
foundation of the Pauline v,ay of regarding history, here
too is the P'auline conception of salvation and bliss. The
doctrine that salvation is unattainable in this world,
because in its very nature it is a- negation of earth; that
it is "life," permanency, glory- -betokens no changes in the
Jewish idea. To these must be added the whole w'ealth of
thoughts -bout the future. \11 is Jewish, from the judgment
with its wrath and retribution to the great oppression before
the end, to the blast of the last trumpet, to the victory of
Lessiah over the hostile spirits (I Cor. ?:26, 15:52> 24).
Christ alone stands in a new way in the center of the picture;
and yet in the old v;ay, too, for the Jewish Pessiah had also
his own i-lace in the representation of the future.
Another group of thought is concerned with man,
Paul’s ethical pessimism, is rooted in Judaism.. The universal-
ity of sin and the evil heart of m.an are Pinown to the Jewish
apocalyptic books—even if they make some few exceptions.
They know, too, the devastating effects of the sin of Adami.
From him original sin in mankind derives its origin; his fall
21. Paul
, p.
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is the fall of all nien.'” In this way even the thought of
Christ as the representative of the new humanity was half
prefigured. V.liat Jew would have found anything new in the
idea that death is the conse-j.uence and wages of sin? It
I
is a very irony that all such specifically Jewish i,.eas are
|
to-day widely regarded as specially Christian.
1
The important effect, on Paul’s doctrine, of the
Jewish belief is in angels and demons. The idea that the
angels took part in the giving of the law on Ginai existed
long before Paul. He was only the first to use it- -a sign
of the extent to which he lived in these concer tions--as a
proof of the worthlessness of the law. But the conceptions
already mentioned no means exhausted this field. That
uhe faithful shall one day judge the angels, that v;omen who
do not cover their heads during worship expose themselves to
the lascivious gaze of the angels, that the stars, the
heavenly bodies, are bodies of angelic beings (I Cor. 6:3?
11:10, I5*'40)--not a few such thoughts v;hich are also taken
over from Judaism, could be named. It is not necessary to be
reminded of the Gcri;.. ture, with its pu^omise and its oracular
predictions, of the significance hich the Jev;ish view of the !
biblical history had for I : ul--Abraham was celebrated as the
hero of faith before Paul’s time--of the estimate of
'
i
I I !! I
J
22. For th._se thoughts cf. the so-called TV Ezra 3 *2C and !
7:116, and the Apocalypse of Baruch.
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heathendom and its culture.
One thing I should like to add before the clos-
ir.g
,
is this: Haul was educated iTi Jerusalem., as v. a s nature 1
for the sons of p.'arents of 'weslth and orthodox princi]les.
and Vvas under the tuteli;Ce of the greatest rabbinic author-
ities of the age. "^lis thorough Jev^ish training ap] ars
plainly in all his writings. He uhought like a Hebrew and
wrote like a Hebrew, His familiarity with the '^cri tures
,
which constituted the basis of Jewish education, v: as very
great, as was also his acquaintance with the interpretation
of the schools. ^:e used the Scriptures throughout his life
Just - s they were used by all the Jewish theologians of his
day. There is in his Hpistles the same eiLj. basis upon the
divine character of the sacred writings, resulting in their
t'levation to., almost an equality with. God Himself; and the
same idea of their inspiration v;hich prevailed in the Jewish
schools
,
r.nd .hich led to the treatment of the ""criptures
as a mere collection of oracles, that might be torn from
their context and api- lied to any subject and in any way tliat
seemed desirable, and which led also inevitably to the use of
typical methods of interpretation.
.bthene sprang armed in full power from the head of
ZeuS'. The theology of Fo.ul had no such origin. It grew
and became, and we really understand it, like ell other
hisuorical things, only so far as we can penetrate into its

lOl
origin, No more than a very partial success can be a ttained
in this attempt, ^till, v''’luable perceptions may be gained,
such as are likely to add more life to the picture of that
n.ass of thought which con:es before us only in its finished
state.
’ 4
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E, KellenisHi
I. The General Character of Hellenism
The Greeks are the most interesting and hurran
ancient peo^-les. Their envirormient v.as suite different
from that of the nehrev;. Their fstherland was beautiful
and varied as their own matchless renius . Erirht sky,
pellucid air, mountain ranges and j-asses, innum-erable
bays and fiords^ island-studded seas— everything the Greek
looked upon was beautiful. Yet the Greek v;as never as
susceptible to the beauty of a landscape as the Toman;
his beauty was that of form, and harmony. Yis
character is more varimated and many-sided than either
Hebrew or Homan: there are :..ore num.erous elements in its
com;^ osition. Ho nation has such a passion for the beauti-
ful, which '4-iQ.s the form in which, they ..orshipied goddess.
The Greek was keenly sensitive to the joy of life. They
represent more than any other peo_le of the world, hence
succeeding ages of ae. ri iiiOrtades have gone back to Greece
to re-live their youth. Flcito make':- an Egyptian say,
64
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"lilo Keller/ is ever old; in iLind you are all young."
The religion of the Greek, now no longer absurdly
and foolishly idealized, can in the light of modern scholar-
ship be seen for what it really was. "It comprises
elements--savage
,
bai-barous
,
and civilized, although the
first two have been somev.'hat exaggerated."^ Tu develored
.without any authoritative sacred writing such as the Bible,
or the Koran, or any inflexible and un:,uestionable tradition
to hamper or guide it. It was, according to circumstances,,
now more backward, now more progressive; yet al'ways retaining
certain characteristics which we may describe as norm.al,
namely, a belief in a nun.ber, net very large, of gods,
generally human in form and largely human in mind (anthro-
pomorphic polytheism), and, for the most part an absence
of other-wordliness . Its history extends over some 2,CCC
years, beginning about the miiddle of the second millennium
E. C.
The religious phenomiena of the period that has
just been sketched present, on the one hand, signs of decay--
the decay of the old civic and political religion which
fostered the growth of the Greek : olis
,
— and, on the' other
hand, the working of nev; religious forces which prepared
1. Parnell, Britannica (12th. ed.). X. pi 8x8
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,
andthe v/ay for Christianity. The cults of
There vvere aii.ong the first to^ wither: yet a living and
personal religious sense ¥;as in all probability n.ore diffused
through the Greek vvorld under the Epigonic and the Roman
Eng ire that it had been in the earlier centuries. Contact
nich the Oriental spii'it brought to many a stronger intensity
of i-cligious life; religion is no longer preoccupied
with the physical and political '.jorld; its horizon lies
beyond the grave, and its force is "other worldlincss .
"
lien flock to the mysteries seeking coimjiunion -vith the
divinity by sacrament, and sustaining their faith by n.ystic
dogma. The religious virtue n.ost eng hasized is purity,
)
of ..hich the influence is often anti-social. This v«/as
no longer always understood in a Pharisaic s nse
,
but its
spiritual significance was i-i'oclaimed to the gc-ojle and
penetrated the sphere of temple-ritual, ".n inscrij:'tion from
a t^mile in Rhodes of the time of Hadrian contains a list
of rules "concerning riahteous entrance into a shrine. "2
The ob,1ectif of the earlier Hellenic polytheism was the
city, the tribe, the family; that of the later w'as the
individual soul. The earlier religious morality looked
2. Corpus Iriscrivt. Graecarum, I. 7^9? Quoted by F?:)rnell in
ERH. VI. p. 42477

the later rather to purityrather to v/orks and practices,
and faith. The gradual divorce of religion from the
political life was a loss which was not repaired, for many
centuries; but it was compensated by the rise of a human!"
tarian siirit, which was^to be infused into a new cosmo-
politan religion.
The history hasbeec adirbrated of a r ligion that
maintained itself for at least 2,000 years on the higher
i lane of polytheism; a religion which, v.'hile lacking the
sublimity and moral fervour of some of the Oriental
creeds, made certain unique contributions to the evolution
of society, and the higher intellectual life of man. By
the side of the higher growths many of the products of
lov/er and savage culture v;ere maintained which v/ere mainly
obliterated by Christianity. It is necessary to note and
appreciate these lower facts; but there is a risk of
overestimating their importance and vitality. L'any of them
are formed in all higher religions, usually in a moribund
state. It is its higher achievement that makes any par-
ticular religion of importance in the history of civili-
zation; and we are nov^f aware that Greek religion c^ n cla. im
this importance.
Some modern anthropology appliei to classic
/
life is seriously anachronistic. The emergence of personal

gods, from whatever religion or by vdiatever influence they
emerged, is an event of very primitive history. At least
we know that of the two populations whose blending made
Hellenism-*-the indigenous Mediterranean and the Northern
or Central-Eux-opean invader--the former possessed a
personal theism of dateless antiquity, while all the
evidence points to the conviction that the Aryan tribes
entered Greece with certain p;ersonal deities already
evolved or acquired. 7/e finvd that anthropomorphism was
the strongest bias of the Hell-.ene'Vs religious imagination:
and v/ith this we associate his passion for idolatry and
hero-v;orship
.
Since the time of Aristotle, Hellenism had been
essaying a new and stupendous tsslc
,
which was forced on it
in the development of Mediterranean history. Greece had
gone forth to conquer the Hast; Greece education and ideal
v^'ere attempting to establish themselves in Mestern Asia.
The attt:mpt was successful to a remarkable degree consid-
ering the problem which it had to solve: it did not seek'
to impose itself in rigid purity on its Asiatic subject,
but pi'ofoundly modified itself in the school of practical
life, /i/ith the aimiies of Alexander, Seleucus, and Ftclemy
marched also the p.'hilosophy and the literature and the art
of Hellenism. It was merely one symptom of a wider impulse

that Alexander carried everij^n^vhere with him the joems of
Eomer. Perhaps it was only a pseudo-historic fancy of
later time which invented the story that a bronze stat-
uette of Hercules by Lysipp^us accompeinied all his emotion
at his ddath, but the tale embodies the historic truth that
those marches made ^Treek art a factor in the development
of human life as far Hast as the Indus and the city of
Bactra.
Greek philosophy, hitherto, circuioscribed in
its ideals, tried to embrace within its scope the ider
problems of a larger .orld-life; \.ut the attempt could not
be successful at the first attempt, neither Epicureanism
nor Stoic ism- -the one too Greek the other too Asiatic in
its tone, but neither of them touching the finest chords
of the Hellenic or the Oriental rnind--attained a level
higher than mere abstract philosoi hizing. Human thought
cannot lead human life; it must ever lag behind p-ractice,
and gather power and truth from the ..orld of real „ork and
the practical solution of real problems. Hone of those
eai'lier attempts at a fusion of Greek and Criente.l thought '
had any grasp of the principle of develo;^, ment
,
of ,hich
Aristotle in his most advanced stage had caught more than
a glimpse. Except through this ^i^'^ciTle it was impossible
in practical life simply to amalgamate European and '.siatic
I
*
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society as they were: the tv.o had to gro'w together into a
nev(/ organization .
3
That the unfettered development of the indivi-
dual was the aim of Hellenism, and the cities in vliich the
Hellenic ideal v^as best realized were those in which freest
play was given tc the individual to live his ovvn life
according to his ov/n judgment, need merely be stated; it
is matter of universal agreement. Here we havm at once
the strength and the v/eakness of Hellenism in the practical
world of government. Ho other ancient people aimed sc
steadfastly as the Greeks at freedom as the greatest good
in life, and while it must be confessed that the order
andevt^n safety of the State were sometimes jeopardized
in the pursuit of individual freedom, and the freedom
tended tc degenerate into licence and cairice, yet there
was a certain atmosphere of liberty in a Greek city v.’hich
is invigorating to breathe even in the pages of histoi-y,
and which seems to have lasted even in remote lands and
alien surroundings so long as any shadow of ^"ellenic
society remained.
3 . According to Ramsay, Haul is penetrated from first to
last with tl:iis idea. He looked at everything as in a
process of grov;th
,
not as a hard, stationary, given fact.
The true life is a making towards p'erfection through
growth, culminating in fi’uit. (Cities of Paul , p .33*)
ij
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2. Paul and Ilellenisni
It is said that tb.e faith of Jerus lem had been
reshaped by a syncretisn. of ^yria around .'uitioch, but we
do not yet grasp this syncretism of fyria in spite of the
great e fforts of the religious historians. Therefore,
although after Bousset and his disciples entered deeply
into this mysterious territory, they claim that they have
found it in the conception of fymics, many scholars canriot
accept it all at once: rather they put their eyes of
doubt in this claim. a matter of fact, there are no
sufficient materials concerning the Gentile Ghurch
before 5C .‘ .B., and also it is almost impossible to
attenpit seeking the origin for the worship- of the Lcrdshii
in the Eellenistic religions. '7e
,
hov'ever, can see a
fairly clear state of it ..hen we do not try it in one
section such as-Bousset's attempt, but in ITvllenistic
religions of the whole Boman Empire. How we renerallv
admit the description of '^umont’s great v.’ork Oriental
Bellpions in Boman Bamanism (1022}, and also we cannot
object bravely to Reitzenstein ’ s detailed study of
Hellenistic mysteries. L’creover, recently by new invest-
igation Qh Kermetic v/ritings and new discoveries, of inscrip-
tions and p-apyri we have come to a better knov/ledge con-
cerning the religious condition of Egyp-'t end Asia ! inor.
#;
Indeed, these investigations gained considerable attention
from students as to the relation' bet .een the r-_.uline
Theology and Hellenism,
,'.t tiie time of f- ul
,
the civilized world was
unified, rmlitically
,
under the Toman T,ig:ire. The native
religion of Tome, hovvever, v;as not an irmortant f ctor in
the life of the Tm];: ire-- certainly not in the last. 'Tnat
religion had been closely bound up with the life of the
Pioman city-state. It had teen concerned largely ith a.
system of auguries and religious ceremonies intended to
guide the fortunes of the city and insure the favor of the
gods. But there had been little attempt to enter into
any sort of personal contact n'ith the gods or even to
produce any highly differentiated account of their nature.
The native religion of Pome, on the whole, seems to have
been rather a cold , unsatisfying affair, It aroused the
emotions of the peOj.les only because it v.as an expression
of stern and sturdy p)atriotism, \nd it tended to lose
its influence ,,hen the horizon of the people was broadened
by contact with the outside '..orld.
The most important ch nge was wrought ty contact
^.ith Greece. 'Vhen Pome began to extend her conquests into
the Past, the eastern countries, to a very consilei-able
extent, had already been .Hellenized
,
by the conquests of
I
Alexander and by the Greek kir.ydoiLsx.into which his
short-lived einpire had been divided. Thus the Goman
conquerors camie into contact ..ith Greek civilization, not
only in the Greek colonies in *^icily and southern Italy,
not only in Greece j roper and on the .Aeyean coast of isis
kinor, but also to son.e extent everywhere in the eastern
v;orld. Go attenq.t '.-.as made to root out the (h'-eek influences.
Cn the contr-'ry, the con.,^uerors to a very large extent
Vi/ere conej_uered by those '..horn they had conquered: Gome
subn.i'tted herself, in the intellectual sphere, to the
dominance of Greece.
The Greek influence extended into the sphere of
religion. At a very early time the ancient Goman gods
were identified with the Greek gods v;ho possessed I'cxighly
analogous functions--Jup iter becamie Geus
,
foi- example, and
Venus became Aphrodite. This identification brought an
important enrichment into Goman religion. The col.ii and
lifeless figures of the Roman pantheon began to take on
the grace and beauty and the clearly defined i-ersonal
character .^hich had been given to their Greek counterp^-^rts
by Homer and Hesiod and the dramatists and Fhilias and
Praxiteles. Thus it is not to the ancient official religion
of Gome but- to the rich' pantheon of Homer that v;e oiust
turn in order to find the spiritual ancestig^ of the i- eligion
I I, I
I
of the Hellenistic \forld
The Hellenism v/ith v/hich Paul cs.ine in contact
had greatly changed from Hellenism of the classical^
period. It had losy the delicate grace which mslces
it unique in the world's history, but which v;as fragile
evanescent and irrecoverable, belonging to a certain
peculiar collection of racial and historic conditions,
and unable to survive .:hen those conditions changes.
But it had become hardier, more practical, more
capable of influencing the v/orld. The grace of the
older Hellenism as it arose under rare conditions,
has alv/ays been a power that affected only the few.
The later Hellenism had adapted itself to the v/orld
in general.
4
Did Paul have affinities v/lth the Hellenism
of his time? The question is hotly debated. Saba.tier^,
for instance, says pointedly that "to seek the origin of
Paul’s Christian universalism in his Hellenism is, therefore
manifestly an entire mistake." McG-iffert insists in
this v;ay:^ "that Paul v/as consciously the pupil of Hellenic
or Hellenistic thinkers, or that he v/as fa,lliar v/lth their
writings, is altogether unlikely; but that he imbibed
something of the spirit v/hich voiced itself in the ca.nnot
be denied." Pfleiderer'^ even charges in other hand
that Paul has "rabbinized" Christ. A more mediating
Q
position is put fon'/a.rd by Delssmann v/ho ma.kes the
fullest allov/ance for the Judaic
4. Ra.msay, Cities of Paul
,
p.3I»
5 . Paul , p
.
69 .
6. Apostolic Age
,
p.II5»
7 • Influence of Paul on the Development of Chrlstianiity ,
p. 48ff.
8. Paul
,
chaps. 4-7.
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element in Faul’c exj-'erience
,
yet gives due recognition
to the Hellenistic influence; he therefore inclines to
give less credit to the cgeration of ideas from the n.ystery
religions. Cn the other hand, Kohler'^ asserts that Faul
was a Hellenist and no real Jew like Jesus. Paul, indeed,
changed the whole character and course of Christianity,
for Jesus had no notion of a break -ith Judaism.
As a Hellenistic Jew of Tarsus, Paul had been open
to the best things in Greek culture without ''ny forfeiture
of his
.vay in
salized
lesced
ITarnack
Pharisaic loyalty. Piamisay has shown us the right
this matter vdien he asserts that it v/ss a univer-
Hellenism and a universalized Judaism that coa-
in the mind of Paul.^^ He stoutly objects to
’s view that Paul’s n.ind -.-as who 11v Jewish. He
«>
IP
was mainly J^::wish beyond a doubt. Kennedy well shov/s
P.i.ul's knowledge of the Greek ideas of flesh and spirit,
not to mention psychologic -
1
terras.
Anyone who is acguainted with the circum:stances of
Paul’s life naturally expects, on opening his letters, to
find there clear evidence of his Hellenic environment-.
A Jew who sp^ent his boyhood in a brillit'nt carter of Greek
culture and who, in his mature years, when a Christian
,
gave
9 . Art. C-ul in JH.
10. Hicks, Paul and Hellenism .
Cities of Paul
, p.43
12. Paul’s Conception of Last Things
, p.313
I1
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himself s;ym2' athetically to a religious mission among Greek-
speaking peoi.les, constitutes a soil in v^/hich v;e rightly
anticipate deep marks of Hellenistic influence. It v.culd
be strange indeed if there vvere not such marks. Let all
pi'oi-er allowance be made for the exclusiveness of the Jewish
rabbi of that time, springing from his pride in God’s
uniciue revelauion to Israel and from his contemp t f or
idolatry, it is nevertheless well nigh impossible that a Jew
of Tarsus, v;hc by his Tarsian residence had been engrafted,
as it were, into the Hellenic stock and who was endov/ed ith
extraordinary emotional nature, should have been unimpressed
by\-the great thinkers of Greece, especially as these thirikers
from Socrates dov/n to his own day had been largely occupied
with religious questions, and that he should have been
unimpressed also by the intense and dramatic religious life
about him.
The apostle’s general attitude tov/ard the Gentiles,
as reflected in his Hp:istles, indicates that he had observed
them with .open mind and had reached conclusions that were
by no means w^holly unfavorable to them. He recognized
elements of good in the Gentiles’ character and life. ”To
us," said Paul to the Corinthians, "there is one God, the
Father, of ..horn are all things" (I Coi-, 8:6). His mor.otheism
remains undimmed to the end, at least in his own thought
Jk L
i
9.
(I Cor. 8:6). Yet in his conceptions of one Cod he is at
times more Greek than Hebrew , To Stoic and "^lYcurean
;:hilosophers in Ythens he quoted, with full approval, from
their poets, in illustration of his statement concerning
God, that "in Him we liv-r:
,
and move, and have our being"
(Acts 17:27“28). Indeed the philosophical conception of
him as immanent throughout the universe as an all-encompassing
presence, the environ-ment even of cur ihysical being, sp^'ings
from Greek philosophy. ^
Christ is Cc..lled a man, but a man from Heaven,
and his humanity, if not indeed "an Lmpalpable phantom,"
seems to have been hardly more than a temporary human form,
a mere condition in time of the manifestation of his eternal
purpose of service (Rom. 8:3; ihil. 2:6-8). How the question
of uhe precise source .vhence these conceptions came is far
less important than the reccgiiition of the fact that they
^id not come from Jesus and his Gospels. Hut as the matter
stands to-day we are not without very clear traces of their
origin. Their kinship is with Greek Philosophy in its
Alexandrian form. This has been frequently and clearly
14
outlined in modern times. Philo, Paul’s great con-
temporary and fellow Jevj in Alexandria, who csccording to
Hatch added to Hebrew revelation, Platonic idealism and
13. Hatch says that the Stoic conception of the universe
in modern terms, was "the self-evolution of God."
( Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages on the Christ. Church .
p. 177.)
14. E&ntw'ich, Hellenism, p. I92
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stoic mysticism, spoke of a mediating agency between God
and the world which, in common wi*oh many Greek writers,
he called the Legos. His realm of thought, if not indeed
his very writings, must have been familiar to^Paul. Out
of this realm came Paul’s theory of the nature of Christ
and his relation both to God and the universe. The
relation is obvious. Thus Paul speaks of Christ as the
heavenly archetypal man, and Philo uses the same terms of
the Logos. Paul says that Christ preexisted in ’’the form
of God," and Philo calls the Logos the "shadow of God,"
the "second God," and regards him as having existed frora
eternity. Pcul declares that all things were created
through Christ, and Philo affirms the saime of the Logos.
Paul says that all things hold together in Christ, and
Philo expresses the same thought when he calls the Logos
"the unbreakable band of the universe." It seemed beyond
question that Paul transferred to his Christ this general
conception of the Logos.
I must stO; to sho-. more instances; there are
P.undreds of them in Paul’s writings. I have stated the
few typical features of Hellenism in the preceeding pages
,
and these become warning, suggestions, ideas, and insi.i-
ration to the e vangelist Paul, He, indeed, form.ed and
expressed his experienced thoughts by using the terms and

thoughts of the Hellenistic cultures and religions, ^nd
received warning and advice from their defects. Indeed,
he was more than a Jew. He belonged to the . ider world.
Horn in a Hellenistic city, and surrounded from, his early
youth by the varied influences of a Graeco -Roman environment,
he brought with him. into the Christian Church, as indeed vvas
only natural, a wider horizon that that of the first preacher
who had never been outside Palestine.

fystery-Religions
I. The General Thoracter oT T.ystery Relir;iGn
Turning ncv.' to the i:.ysteries thenselves
,
to v/hich
Frul is said to have ov;ed so much, we find that definite
data about their doctrines and rites are scantier than we
could have wished. That their influence was v.-^dely diffused
is indeed well kncv^n: coimiunities for the worfehip- of
Egyp-tian and Phrygian deities existed all over the ’"'nt ire
at thie beginiiing of the Christian era. In all the great
centers of pvop-ulation whei-e I-aul founded his Churches,
these cult-associations were also at work. Tut literary
remains ere very scarce. This ir.deed :..i^'-ht h''ve been
expected from the fact that the Initiates were bound to
secrecy. "I would tell you,” says Ipuleius,^ "'..ere it
lawful for m.e to tell you: you should knov. it, if it .ere
lawful for you to hear. Tut both the esi's U.at heaid
these things, and the tongue that told thei.-, would rear-
uhe evil results of their rashness,” Chronology, too,
is a problem, and in many cases it is quite ii.qcosible
1. Me tamor p ho s i s
,
XI, 23
* t".
Sir'
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to soy with any certainty whether a rarticul^’r ii.ystery
rite was conteix-i'oraneous with r-.'Ul or emerged later. The
fa.L.cus ceremony of the ''taurobolium , " for exaua le
,
is
soimetimes adduced as offrring a striking ]“arallel to the
Christian conception of dying to the old life and rising
to life eternal; but this is suite illegitirsate
,
for
though the ceremony itself may have originated eai-ly, it
was at first regai'ded merely as a sacrifice, and the idea
of the rebirth of the initiate c-n.e to be associated oith
2it only as a comparatively late development. I. effatt
characterizes the efforts of Reitzenstein and ^;^cusset to
read b^-ck the niain mystery doctrines into the first
century as 't;iOre ingenious than convincing.” Moreover,
the hole matter is further complicated by ..n apparent
absence of any logic- 1 coherence in the ideas v;ith which
these religions worked.
Cpill, the general aim: of the mysteries \-;as clear
enough.^ Behind therm all lay the age-long yearning for
so.lv.tion
,
liberty, rightnes., of Crod. “^ate
,
and Fate’s
•worst terrcr--Beath--these were the enem.ies. Into this
situation camie the rsysteries, offering a regeneration 'which
w^ould drav; death’s sting and confer iumcrtali ty . The way
2 . Brace in the F. T.
,
p
.
52
3 . Kennedy, Raul and the I'-ystery Reli;"ions , 19^
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to this regeneration was through direct contact wiLl. ,he
resulting in a chanrc of nature— cr deification--, ar-tla
^
hysical and
:
artly si irituo.l. furfoce resc:..ll. tc
thni; ni.nity are nere o..niies‘ ai.,. rol.nLl rdl n:' ir
righu in his eg inion th- 1 the cults ace 13 ’ nve welcomed ", rus
4
as c vo-erful syncretistic ally,"
I'l'operly a mystery is a Hreek rite .lick is ker t
secret from all sav-, U.e Iniciated. ""lose ..re es;eci..lly
’ I'e.cred to h-av, the secret revealed to'id. under the
u-idanae- l.iercyh:- nt . '.ccording to "'heon .f:.yraeusk
there \.ere four sta.ges: (1) rrelic.inary purification
/
^'2C) ccr—.unicat ion cf mvstic kncv.ledre
~iTcyo(^ r/5
of s;-r-.on of instruction r -xhci'toticn : 0'Tr'T<5-/c\ ,
or revelation of the holy things, th-j centr- 1 joint of the
rice; (4} ahe c: ovy-ning or gai-londirg of the ii.ystic, '.v'ho
v;as chus
,
a a; it .ere, bodged as a privileged per gpn.
, I resun.aoly including a sort
"Although v;e distinguish Areek ni '^riental
6
mysterief:" says ingus
,
"the Creek mysteries .^ro probahly
introduced from the ' A pt by oh, cult brotherhood after the
spiritual upheavals and religious reviv. 1? that swept
4. ‘^'tewart, ! an in Christ
,
j. 69
5 . ;^uoted by 'F rnell ir Britannica (12th ed.) Xlt'’', p. 4B
6. Fnvir c n; of Farly Chris tian i ty , P'. ICB
1
over the Forth PeiLitic v^orld in the seventh C'^.r.tui'y P. C."
'.he ruysteries v; ere at first private and conducted into
Greece the revolutionary idea of a religion detached from
the tribe or soils and open to all men: membership was
free and spontaneous. . In the sixth century "one Greek
state, Athens, took over the Pleusinian mysteries as I'art cf
the state religion, thus yartly adopting the new principle
of membership in a divine corim:unity by initiation instead
n
of by birthright,"'' The introduction of these foreign
mysteries into the Greek world was epochmaking: they lent
to m.en a moral inspiration by m.aking the future life
v^orthy of high endeavor, and by introducing into it
moral distinctions
'
qualified by man's conduct.
Prominent amiong the religious influences of the
Hellenistic world were the State mysteries of Pleusis,
where a i assion-p)lay drair.atizing the recovery of Perse-
1 hone from the underw/orld was used to foster the assurance
of immortHlity . But the cults of Cybele and Isis came
to have an apr eal and a fascination which the '^tate myster.ie
lac'ked.
.
In several parts of Greece--e ,g. , at Fhilius—
there were mysteries directly adopted from Hleusis: in
other places such as Lerna
,
-ndania
,
etc., a gepuine old
mystic cult was greatly modified by the same example
,
7 Jevons, Intro, to the Hist, of Peligion , p. 35^
si
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that they shouli not hereafter be lightly spoken of. Those
who believed in the n.ysterie£ kei‘;o in their heart, as a
saving and sacred possession, the knowledge of .h' t they
had s een and heard and kissed and handled: the thought v;as
too holy to be rashly st oken of, even to the initiated...
The saving and healthy effect of the Tleusinian
mysteries was believed not only by the mass of the peoples
but by many of uhe most thoughtful and educated intellects,
Pindar, Tophocles, Isocrates, Plutarch. Plato speaks of
the Tleusinian with great respect: he cojajares the cor.-
temi lation of the "ideas" by the disembodies souTs to the
c
contemi'lation of the 'Thasmata" revealed in the mysteries.
The saving power is expressly connected .-ith the future
life: i.e that has been initiated has learned what will
ensure his happiness hereafter, Plato condemns in the
strongest tenas the Orphic mysteries, which promise
salvation in return for mere ritualistic acts of :uri-
fication and initiation: if he resp.ects the Fleusinian
mysteries, vvhich also promise salvation as the reward of
initiation, this can be only because he believes that the
P'romise is on different gounds. The reason is explained
by Isocrates, who expressly says that this salvation in
the future life, the revi/ard of the initiated, is gained by
9 . (Plato, Fhaedo , 2^0) quoted by Hamsay in Britannica
#. f
The Christian writers therefore direct their lolemic mainly
against the -'lleusinian mysteries.
There is no ancient authority to show that the
ricual of the Hiysteries differed essentially from that of
the general religion of Greece. Ill ancient testimony
tends to t.rove that the litual was based on religious
myths, similar, to those v/hich v^ere common in Greece, and
that uhe difference betvveen mystic and exoteric rites lay
chiefly in the accom;^ ..niment , "Athanaeus says that the
mysteries were dintinguished from the ordinary festivals
by their ^ eculiar magnificence and expense, and by the
mystic parados is which took .place at them, i.e., certain
sacred things were exposed in a T_eculiarly impressive
B
manner to the worship of the participants."
The strictest secrecy was enjoined and observed
in reg..rd to the mysteries and everything connected v/ith
that of the narrow cult, confined to a small number of parti
cipants. The Tleusinian mysteries were open as early as the
tis.e of !^Ierodotus to any of i^reek who wished to be initiated
There was, therefore, no secret to keep inviolate from the
uninitiated. Just as in the actual representation of the
...ysteries a silence so strict as to be roverbial was
maintained, so it was a condition of their good effect
8 . hamsay, Britannica ( 9th, ed.), p. 124
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all v.ho live a
^
iou^^ and Juat life.
The i^Tades of a'iiLir‘=’icn 'ive ihe i;,.: reasion that
the a.yateries v/ere ] rep aration for pprc
a iLGir^nt.,.i'y c:
.
r-.i„ - .
lift
;oa.'. Itte in oneci initiation Vvos not
.y ,
it extended over an e labor-., te series of st^yes
,
r. 1 ti.e
;nci'.-nts cert.'^-inly ssoai ^ ted these sv.cce seise stop s '..ith
a yr^.du' 1 increase of kne .ledye i nrP insiyhr. '"'he c ndid .. te
v;aj .niviau-a irr the lesser s.ysteri. in d.rsterion
/
(F'^bruary) at tthens : he s admitted as r
Tlensits in tlie follG\.inr Tc^^dronion ( "" y tesber ) , luL V.e
Lor. E <5 Tfoirryj
.ced. Tt ^v'. s hclissod
~ resers ; d *or hri se
C / /
/ O no
l'i.GV*leci.a'e of i;.t cult
ccul.'^i not ' tt 7: i n the kkLabes’ iiii "L -L
till at least one y^ar :i.o r e ha 1
j VO * - •- o -a h i^hcr ord ei' of ir.it -L ll O X on
1 ; h 0 .ere L. s. 1 i fi ed for Li . C offi CO
.S’..
y
in \vhich tha 1
ii.u anted to the::..
ha ; hysic ' 1 circuii.s to.nces ofX o
were such 'as to p rodu ce ar. a xc itc-d
conai^ion. Th^ nine ^ - r o * f 'a s t Ve
the Icn^ ;..L rch fron ;..hcns to "^'leu
reliyicus cerLi-onios ahici.
uh^^ initiation
.i h -r Lrur..' nerve--
stri ctl' 1 .'
‘
?
K
T-
v;andei‘in> ni-iit around the shores an. .ins 0- .icusip
1C. ann.say thinks thi.t it is riovvhere n ntioned t’n^t ti.oy
fisted nine days, but uhe analoyy of uhe nine di ys ’
fast of T)e:-eter ;...,kes it :,uite safe to
nas the rule of h-c-r a oi-chiV' . "f^itsi-nic
xvi :, I . 126
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with torches in search of the laco Corc.--o.ll h.nded to
; reduce a strained enthusiastic state. And the season
of the y<.ar and of the iLonth--for the nights were dark--
coegerated: Eoedroiaion of the ycor fell about Lhe end
of uhe hot suason, when the bodily strenth is usually
/
low. Then come the actual mysteries: the O <T t /
.vere admitted, to the holy building, wher'.- the srlendid
illumination seemed dazzlingly bright after the .I-arkner.s
outside. The strange ai.aritions, the iogressive voice,
the gorgeous dresses of the actors, the magnifiC'-r.ce of
the sacred drema all dded to the effect. Then c m-- the
crowning act of ceremony: they h.od
^
<;,rhcrE before this
drunk the sacred draught in other rlace ty sub-
mitting to the baptism of the "Gi-e.at :.;other," or of
L.ithris, through the cu; arid the bread with thich the
goddess had refreshed herself after her long fast, but'
now the holy 'things which the goddess has herself shown
were aw ..itted one by one to touch, to hiss the holy things,
to lilt thr:m from the ciiest., to -ut thv.m into the b.'-:sket,
to tasee thmn, to replace them ir. eh chest., and to pro-
nounce ohe sacred formula, "liis stute of enthusiasm
coruwon to all mysteries, especially to the Phrygian. It
was susceptible to great abuses, e.g., the self-mutilation
c
and the ian-ortality oT the Ihrygian x'^ites.
The Criental ii.yeteries, ascociated .ith ’.ttis,
C'^ccle, Isis and Sahazius, -..hich invaded later Greece an:
early iiL^eriol Horne, .vere originally -hin to these and
cont'-.ined il\ Tiy concepts in common with th_m« cut their
oriaiastic ecstasy \\is.s n.cre violent, and the ]SychiC:-i.l
aberrations to :vhich the votaries wei^e t rone tnrou^h.
theii* "i assionate desire for divine coim.union -ere ...ore
dar-gerous. Tmascula .ion \.as i.racticed hy the devotees
of ittis, whatever the reason m- y have been, and the
hirh priest hrui^self bore the god’s nan-c . Cr co..m.union
vioh the deioy might be attained by the priest through
the bath of blood in thu taurobolium, or by th : rashir.r
of tht arm over the altar. A more ,v ucsticnatle method
sub^>.ct to abuse, or at least to the inguteition ci
indiccency, v;as tht; simula.ion of a sacred marriar .n
'..hich the catechumen was corpc-L‘>.ally united ',iol. tr.n
roddess in her bride 1 chamber. r*'on.ini_nt ul- o ir.O w-
these Ihr/gian mysteries .er.. the conception of rebirth
arru le b-lief, aividly impressed ey solemn pageant ar.d
reli^^ious drama, in the deaxh and resurrection of the
beloved • ttis . The Tilaria in -vhich these were represented
fell about the oime of our Ta-'ter: and I'irmicus a acinus
reluctantly confesses its resemblance to the Christian
-n V. .+ • .celebra .ion.
11. Parnell, Cults of the Creek ‘^tate poo
c-
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and the T ye ter; :-nsi .gione
the qucCtion hcv; far early ':h.'ia,tianity v/as
affected by th.. mystery- sect of the fraeco-bcman rorll
is one ahich has been ...uch >iiscussed in r.-'.cent years, and
opinions on the subject differ widely, "Je e^ust distir.
-
guish betvv'een direct influence, any borrowing by the
r. ifirst ireachers of Christianity froi:. uh'c; ri.ystericE
indirect influence exerted rath.r by the atmosphere
which the mysteries diffused th-n by direct :r-:-ser.ce.
The ioxmer c- n be but slight, since . ever:,w^here Christianity
and the s.ysteri'cS v;ere bitterly oi posed bne to tne
other. Tut the latter, or ; erhaps tendencies arising
from that spiritual cendiwion of the world hich favoured
the spread of the npstei'ies, must have been consideraaie
,
It is clear that ohose cults smoouhed the wsy for the
Etread of Ihi-istianity
.
In the teaching of Jesus, as rej. a'-ted in the
'^'/noptic Cospels, •s i’ind little uh’ t is a. Inn to uhe
in/st^rv-cults. The v re;..ching is lutlic; there were
no cerea.onies of purification and coic.i.union : coimai'a-
tively little is srid as to the fu>.ure lif _ . ^ut when
wc turn to the I auline C]:ictles, the case i^ already
different. Fow vre return to the statcL.ent th;. t the essenti^
1*
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‘eutures teri3c ..ere cl ini ii:,T , r- ne
co-.-i-unicn
5
unJ a .gr^at concern cc tc tie fuiur . life.
The cuertion is: ho., ih.r doe: houl hetr'-y th
inilucnc^: of The nyetery-culioi Faioh o, i:..;ir.o Ur t
the : online o
/
'
'’i 6 u‘.£ .ri^ l>(TT^/ if i ;
on the LU:, esoeci:!!'." on the ;r’,o;ho: h^nned'
1'
otteo.];' to to oi'ove th.ot loul’.': r.ll^'iouo uoc c
^ y and thwir deriootiveo h.e=“ its genuine recto in
the coil of the 'U : TcoUa..ent
:
• r •
' 0 v» '
- 11.- - -q t- , r ' > - V -- • -> 1 r- V .C h L/i - W * t
11 ollu.oiori to thv i*.yo
.holl" unsucceooful
otoii.ent
i4
deoend-^nce on th i o,ean ::.yst=rieo.
i.ti'ocL-^ adioitc o veohol
Ther:^ if o strono tendency tc ottrituLe tc : ouM- '
o.;.' 1 n 'r .-1 tofar xi.ore de:endence th_.n one of yhra:
y to the n^:n-Jev/ioh oidu .cf
ir.io 0
.
tfir.ioy to the a.yotery-r jli_ic
:
inn in tne nyoterias tn..
I ' U-LiniOL. .
lace : noloo'ous to tlo:, teitier
vior-foi,
C' r n r' >- q H i n c* •
in the 0 lace 1 * ul assigns tc hui tint ar th. rite of ini-
.ioLion: end in hie tO'. nofc--..-atiGn of the T c t '^1
into a eyebol of nyotic : .artici; : tion in th._ fleoh n.d
3 • lo-ul end the I. yotery ouliyior.
4, '^c:*c..';-ntary on dol, 1 : 26 .
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blood of a cel-cstial being and o guaranbee of a snare
in the blissful injiiortality of a risen -nvicr. “Gardner "
ti**:-cee sii.ilar analogies to the niysterier in Paul, thcurh
he finds in these ai-alcgies, not conscious I'larisrisn..
Icbut ''the 1‘arallel ..-orking of sic.ilar foi-ces.’’ h. lake
writes, ''Chris tianiiy has not borro’/vsd from the mystery-
religions, because it was alv,ayc, at least in '^uro^ e
,
1 '7
mystery-religion itself." Cn the ether harr.l
,
'"chrei tzer'"'
vvholly denies the hyi othesis of the direct or indirect
1 pinfluence of the mysteries cn Ih.ul’s theught . .’•nguF'^'"
details the frith and practice of the i..ysteries, ''nd
v.hile d rawing attention to n*any parallels teb.^een Christianity
and these, he refuses to dra'.. hazardous inferences vhich
im^ ly dej. eiidence
;
he is more coneerned with placing the
Christian faith and the ns/steries in contrast with each
1 '
ether. Kennedy, after an exhaustive study of the tcrc.in'.
-
logy of the mysteries, concludes that ’’the evidence we
have adduced from the Cld Testament maker it aha. lly sup er-
fluous to seek foi* th-. expl* nation of '^ny c.f these terms
in 1-ileristic nystery-religions. chat v.e do from
15. fplinious IxT-erience of laul , chw.rs,
16 . earlier fj.istles of laul
, y. 21 f
^7 • Paul and His Intersc.-eters .
• i-vstery-Heli;:ion and Chx'-istianity
.
19 . Paul and lystery-leli-'ion
,
r:~ 19 ?.
4 a nd 5
-X'
<0!
the l-arallelE is the ability of his (Taul's)
readers to
catch the ioeanina; of the s.ore or less
techt.ic 1 ^,er...ino
lo--, due not t.erely to a course ci
instruction in the
Old Testan-ent, but to their ac '.uaintance with
a reliy^ious
vocabulary already current anong the
mystery-ruligionr. , '
^uch verdict, however, goes too far in uhe
o t,wish
direction, and does not allow for the new contact
,.ith
the lagan environment, haul may have known
where he
stood with his technical Iharisaic training,
but it is
psychologically impmobsble that the dreek-peaking converts
from the Gentile cities should bring to their
new faith
rresup positions and ideas derived fr-on. udaisii.
Ihe whole guesticn is su^i_^ice among scholars,
and until more evidence be forthcoming from inscrii
tions
,
etc., -.ve sh.^'ll perhaps vainly exp.ect ura.-nimous
verdict.
It con hardly be doubted that cv least the
language of
Paul, and perhaps -to some extent this vhought,
is coloie^^
bv die Thraseology cuar.no among the cults.
Paul had a
rti.arkably s^iiip'cithetic and r- ceptive ii.in— , by no
mccAn^.
closed to influence from the Graecc-doman
envirerm-en.
^
of his day.
.-ioness his use of illustro.tiohs drawn from ihe
athletic festivals, the Greek theoter (I Coi .
d.9-/
?0. This is the recent tendency among the
Pauline students
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affinities to mystery-ritual. T- IS 111; + V 4-
baT.tismal rites and sacrcruer.tal meals, in so fai* as v;e
iisLeryret the meayer and ohscure data, were conceived in
rellenistic inystery-reliyicn as .orking ex oper^ operate .
Jesus Fiiuself did not bcy.'tize, even if Fe suffered
Firoself uo be bay tized--tlie meanir.y of the bi:rtism of Jch.r.
I SLiii no lonyerable to understand— insituted no saca ©-
iutnu, evc;n if on the last niyht '^'"e did ^ „ coa.]: are the
broken bread and the red cut] cured -..ine v;ith !"is tortured
body s.nd his shed blood. It was a picture, a r arable—
no cacraiuent. but in l.h','.t an. the Last 3Uj^], er w- s boir.d
almost at once to becorse sacrament, and the baetism of
desus to furnish a v;arrant for a. sacr.^mental consecration
of all th- disci_^. les. It was an inevitable t'.ndency,
cota.on to mankind, "^ut Fe ,.ho knew that nothii.r th--t
en.^ers into a man's mouth from ••.ithout could defile t.-
n
(I.k, 7 J 1? )“”r^either flesh of 'S'-.ine nor stronn; drink--‘'^e
could ncw believe either that any holy food could c.ala a
man t ure or give hin. the sift of everlr-stins lif.:,. '"e
eo not know who first transformed the dos} el by ir;tei‘yol-
atins the two sacraments. Put no t.ore nrernant decision
vvas ever taken by 7hr istiaitity
.
'hen we come to F_ ul we alrea y find the
accomj lished fact. "The words of dn.ir.istration h._.ave
already been ch, nged so as to harmonize with the changd
f
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of view. The breoi ie r.o lon£;er the i inture of the
broker, body, r.or is th. ..ine the blood shed for i.r ny
,
but the bree\d is 'b..y body which is for you,” ."•nd
the GUI- is "the new ccver.ar.t, in n.y blood.” (1 Ccr.
11:23 fi')-' fhe ei.yhasis is laid or. ehe food, on
];.artici’ atinr in th-^ food, “ itisoi and the Lord’s
fui 1- er are already • u._ntioned side by side as t. c
cereir.cnies (I for. lC:l-6), and the only re-'sen for
doinr this was the analogy i resent. d by the .,.ysteries
.
bread and wine are aIre a dv ccncvived of as substances
in which;, and ith ;;hich and in the sh.- of .hich one
rartakes of uhe body and blood of Christ in a sensual
.and at the s^'ire uin.e su^ ers ensue 1 nanner, through
vdiich Vve i-herefcre enter into a rwal ccnn-jction \;ith
the hes venly 3e ing . ^
^
Aloin. as it was~ to the belief in a; dead and rise-r Lord to
'that undsrlyin^; the current iLystery-religicns it was yet
^
1‘ofoundly differ-.;no
,
for it was ethical throu.'h anl through.
In at least son.e of uhe cults -ty of life was insisted
on as a ’re-condition of initiation end the^- often had a
wholesome moral effect on tl.e lives of uheir initiates, '^'ut
in nsne of them v;as .he r.cral interest as fundan.ertal
and controlling as in r:.ul. Cue of his own moral struggle
Vv'as born his f : ith in Christ '.'ho was to hire above s 11 else
C4 O * vicr from sin and a 1 ov ei' for righteousness
.
”Tn
laui ^ o 1^, ' .nd therefore
J ' *«>'
^ cCiffort
O
nev/ i±.ys tery
religion became in a sense truth of none of the ethers ar
ethical religion, a character it has never altogether lost,
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overlaid ae it has "been with ii.uch that is extraneous o.nd
irrelevant. In spite cf all, the difference bet\.een Paul
and Jesus, in this fundarcental matter they v-ere one--a
f' ct of the greatest histcrical moment.”
fas Paul in a position to get acg_u'_inted with the
essential frincii-les and fundamental rites of the mysteries,
and could jt be that he Vvcs influenced by theeJ "Yes.”
I should say so, as T have st: ted it already. Put, yet
I can say this : we have to remember hov; from nether
i-oint of viev;--that cf his gm.neral attitude cf doing
prec. agand'. ,ork for a doctrine cf J._wish oi-igin in the
Praeco-Pomcn ..orld— he wj'S particularly adv ntageou sly
fitted because he could offer the trij le cur lification
of Gr-c-ek, Jcv;, and Pxman. "Ctrict Jew though he was,
he had the instincts and the inttrests of a Poman citizen,
and of a resident cf a busy and cultured city of the
O ~3
w orld
.
21. hcGiffert ostclic > */. 114
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D. Jesus
From my sxudy of Paul's religion, one fact has
_mer£;ed. predominantly-- the man's overwhelming devotion to the
person of his Lord. Paul ftlt he had nothing which Ihrist
had not given him. Forgiveness, a fresh start, a new
rtlation to i^od, guidance for each day's need, reserves of
moral power, glad fearlessness in the face of life's vicissi-
tudes, an eternal hope that mastered death- -“^ll were the
Redeemer's gift. He was immeasurably Christ's debtor.
In viev\? of this, the question naturally arise, v;hat was his
final estimate of the One mo whom he owed it all? 7/hat
place does he give Christ in relation to God and man and the
universe? "nd this question involves another. How does
his Christo-centuric religion stand rels^ted to the historic
Jesus? Is it consonant with the picture offered in the
Gosj els? These are the c_uestions -which must engage our
attention in this concluding chanter.
I. The view of V/illiam 7,’rede^
The idea had gained Vi/ide currency that Paul was
responsible for changing the whole character of Christi-'’Tiity
.
In Paul's cosmic Christ, it is said, the Jesus of the Gosp-els
1 . Faulus , 1904 (Hng. tr. 19C8)
rc
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is barely recognizable. The evangelic tradition shows us
a village carpenter who becomes a preacher and a prcjhet.
He moves from place tc place preaching and teaching and
doing good. He makes friends of a grour. of fishermen and
otherc , He lives in their company. He washes their
feet. He teaches them to pray to God as father. He '
gets into trouble with the authorities. H_ is arrested and
condemned as a public danger. He dies on Calvary between
t..o thieves. He is buried in a garden ^rave. He returns
from the dead, and shows Himself to ^lis follov^/ers. This is
the one side of the picture. Over against it-~so runs the
argument- -stands the Christ of Paul. The c'^rpenter-
preacher has nov^/ become the Judge of all mankind. The voice
which taught simile lessons from the lilies of the field
and the birds of the air novv awakens the world like a
trumpet. The homeless v/anderer of Galilee is enthroned
above the kings of the earth, all creation sings His praiscj,
and the whole universe finds in Him its meaning and its goal.
conclusion can be drawn from this, it is asked,
but that the Hew Testament itself contaii.s, not one Gesjel, but
two? And of these two, which are we to accept? Vdiich
strikes the authentic note? Hust we not conclude that Prul
has been to blame, that he has led Christianity along a track
.which its own Founder nev--r intended for it? The simplicities
of Galilee have been overlaid with ideas--theological
,
c
metaphysicel
,
and my£tical--which are puite unwarranted, and
burdened v;ith Christological speculations foreign to their
nature. The religion o^ Jesus--a creed of sinj-le trust in
the heavenly Father-~has been turned into a relation about
Jesus. Ke who was faith’s pattern and examiJ.le Las become
faith’s object. Surely Paul has been supremely indifferent
to histoiy’. The human life of Jesus he has simily ignored.
He was not interested in it. He took no trouble to ac .uaint
himself with the facts of it. Do not his own wcoc'ds about
"not knowing Christ after the flesh" suggest tiiat he actually
gloried in his ignorance? Between the Jesus of history and
the Pauline Christ a great gulf is fixed.
Wrede was the first person who presented to the
theological woi'ld the matter of "P- ul and Jesus" as the
problem.. These two lofty sumiwits rising in the sky of the
history of the Primitive Church had never been observed
critically as an unharm.onizable thing, though recognized as
having distinctive differences, but at the beginning of the
20th century, when the critical historical study reached its
climax, finally this problem v;as presented as a theological
problem; it was in Y.rede’s Paulus published in 1004.
According to him, the religion of Paul is theological. At
that time the students of this field had some inclination
to separate the Pauline Theology from; the Pauline Heligion.
Wrede objected to making Paul merely an evangelist or iiystic
t
CvJ
from v»/hom reasons are extracted, and he asserted that Fai.l’s
theolop;y is indeed the thing on ..hich all of Ft.ul’s energy
p
IS concentrated. ’?rede Sc-ys
:
The religion of the apostle is theological through and
through: his. theology is his religion. The idea that
v;e can find in him a cold doctrine, to he grasped by
the understanding, a doctrine mhich soars more or less
beyond the reach of mere piety, is false: and egually
false is the idea, that che piety of 1: ul can be
described without mention of those thoughts in v/liich
he had apprehended Christ, his death and his resur-
rection.
If v;e compare this idea with Jesus' religion, that
is, the gospel which is centered on the eschatological king-
dom of God, repentance and dependence on God, the meaning
uhat the Pauline "Theology is the "Srlosungreligion" becomes
clear. The Pauline Theology stands on the objective fact
that God ’nas sent !Iis son Christ to the world, and fulfilled
Piis project of s: Iv - tion--the i.rcSent deliver; nee fiom the
j.ominant ov^er of ^hie flesPi, sin, the Lav,', and death. Co
salvation is not in men, but in the fact of Christ, inherent,
uhat has happened once for :11 in history. "Paul laid,’’
says "'rede,^ "the incarnation, death, and resurrection of
Christ:" consequently he brou.^'ht down the doctrine of
justification bv faith to a secondary rlace.
'"rede objects to an attemi t to drav; the Pv-uline
4Christology from his iiiqvression of the personality of Jesus,
. Paul
,
. Ib id
.
. 76
pt* 172
p. 147
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for the hictorical relation betv;een Jesus and F'ul is too
S'Ooi' Lo it the foundation fOx- ..he -olution o:‘ .„he
;^x-orjl‘,m. Therefore, "there rurux. ins only one e.q. 1- n-'^ tion
,
"
S-' ys "'rede.^' 'Ti-.u! believed in such a celesti 1 b ii;_
,
in
divine lhj.'ist, before he believed in Jesus," Until F:.ul
bxC'rL.e a Christian it seen.s to hire sacrilere to 11 Jesus
the Chi-ist. Fut in the isoiuent of conversion, .hen Jesua
:.-T;]:.eared before him in the shininy ^'lory oi’ "^Us riS‘.xn
e>:istence, F' ul identified bin. .vith his 0’..n Christ, • nd
"straight'.. :.y transferred to Jesus all the conceptions which
he ali-eaay had of the celestial being--for instance, that
he had existed before the world end ha.i taken part in its
/
creation.
The result of such an e xf lanation rejects the theory
of Jellhausen and Harnack that Paul is the biggest discipde
of Jesus, who unaerstanas best the spirit of Jesus, and
rather vrede places the point on the confrontation of both--
there is the uncrossable gulf between the Pauline theology
(the en.phasis on the person_.lity and death of Christ) and the
Religion of Jesus (tin em]K.hasis on the perfection of Uie
Heavenly rather arid the value of the hunun soul, and not on
Himself); therefore, it is not fair historically to say th. t
Paul is a disciple of Jesus, but Paul was something new to
7Jesus. Schweitzer corrmients on drede's view ,.hus
:
5. F ul , p. 151
o • IDid .
,
p. Ipl
V« : ul and His Interpreters, p. I7C
rC'
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In regard lo the question of the relation of P'^'u!
to Jesus, '.Vrede iplds uhat they lived in wholly
different v/orlds of thought. This is connected
with the view that the Gr^lilean i..aster n.ade no
claim uo the L.essiahship
,
but was first raised to
Messianic aignity after His death, and that this
claim 'vvas then ^ho^ected b^^ck into the Gospels
only, and haa made His rank known to his disciple
only, ana had enjoined upon th^m to keep silence
until after His death. His preaching above
all uhings, euhicdl. So fai- as concerns
eschatalogy nd the n.eaning eo be aotached to His
death, uhe Apostle of the Genoiles rec- ived no
iiuj^ulse of a theological ch- racter from Him.
Paul, therefore, created something es. entially
new, which has, one might alniost say, nothing wo do
with the thought of Jesus, and also goes far
beyond uhe conceptions of i rirnitive Christi- nity
.
Thus for V/rede
,
the doctririe of Pi ul
is an isolat_d entity Vviuhout connection in the
past or inx'luence ui on the future. And he, ooo
,
finv^s himself^ unable to expa: in .-diy the system
thus remained'^ without influence.
This is the pi-oblem, not only in historical
theology, but in systematic theology; moi'eover it is the
vital problem of Christianity as a whole. Thus a small
stone which .v'rede thi’ew ci-e>_vted a great stir, ana the
theolOc,ical world of Germany was greatly coixfused, and a
vivid discussion was precipitated.
J. Kaftan, F. Kodoing. Ad. Julicher, A. M..yer,
. 1 . Jalthei', J. deiss, etc., ..rote conerning this r_'Oolem.
ihey had accepted .Vrede ' s view to d certain extent, yet
they thought that it was too extreme and narrov;. They
genei*c..lly assei't the _ act of the histo-ical relation between
oesus and Faul, and emphasize the fact that Paul received
.it
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direc'Lly or inairocLly sors.e ^-ersond in luerce from Jesus
^efore bis conversion; ox* nhaf iaul owed some to the leaders
of Lhe Jei-uss.lem Church, who c- used some change to uhe content
of fhe .ospel; or uhat Jesus' teaching of faith, love, sin,
..i-eeaom, cj.nd fhe Law was succeeaed oy raul. They grace
o esus as -he fouiidex- of Ghristianify -_ind I aulatf the. form-niaker
of if.
2. The views of Harnack and others
rede, in his Paulus
,
made himself its cham; ion.
j.arnack, v^/ho suoordinatcd everyfhing else in the Gospel to
Jesus' efhical teaching and revelafion of uhe Fatherhood of
God, gave it modified support. "The Gospel, as a“esus pro- .
p
claimed if," he oeclared,^' "has to do wifh the Father only
and liOf wifh the Son." The position is stated esa hafically
by Lorgan.^ "In iaul we meet with a fully elabor. ted docti'*ine
of redempfion of which Jesus can scai*cely be said to know
anything at all . . . . So far from sharing laul's pessimistic
estimate of the natural m-.n, lie appeals to hip with a confi-
dence that is x-ooted in a splendid opfimism. . . Jesus has
8. What is Christianity ? p.- 144
9 * The Religion end Theolcpy of Paul , j-. 2^2 ff.
fT
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no -oc urine of aaoT-ticn There is nothing in Jesus'
t'uachiiig to Gox‘r^sj,onJ Vi/ith the hauline ^oct.-ine of the Spirit.
Human goodness is traced not to uhe Spirit's supernatural
operations, out to th^ hune..n h^ai-t and ..ilr." "The Sod
oi‘ uhe Jew oina or Jesus," according to Iriofessoi* K. L ke,"*"^
"is a very bv:.autiful figure--mucn mor^ b.autirui th-in the God
of haul": a stat ro^nt ^hose eri'ect is scai'ce likely uo be
^nh^,nced by the ..ords uh^t imiL<^dlately follow; "But for us,
as for educated Greeks of uhe first century, it is a
beautiful .picture v.hich 'v<e cx nnot furly accci t." Again
1 fleiderer to take another representative of the view
I am discussing, asserts that Paul's "dogmatic indifference
to tht histOx ical knowledge of thr.rc life, -nd was only _,ossibj.e
at all on this ground." The argum_nt, hc.;v,v-r, by ..hich
Pfleiderer seeks to support this suatement is fc.r from
Convincing. He j^oints cut that ..hen Paul wishes to iii.prc ss
upon his converts the duuy of a mutual, s--lf~sacrificing
lovu, he adduces as an example of this virtue, not any of
the evonts of Jesus' public ministry, which ought sur ly to
have occurred to his mind as i_lustrating it, but either the
incarnation or the death. "It is more than prob.ble," says
i fielderer "that one ««ho had so far to seek for an example
10 . Paul; his Heritage and Legacy
,
p;
.
11. Paulinism
, I. p. 124
12. Ibid
.
,
I. p. 123
76
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of self-sacrificing love, had no precise information regarding
the circumstances of the historic- 1 life of Jesus v.hich lay
much nearer to hand." This, surely, is strange reasoning.
Tf Paul, v/ishing to set tefore his readers’ eyes a pattern
of sacrifice and love, refers to the incarnation and death
of Christ rather th.-n to any of the other incidents of
sacrifice and love with which the Cospel narr: tive abounds,
it ^ because he wishes, quite naturally and rightly,
to stlect the supreme and most heart-subduing illustrations
available
.
The representation related to the problem of
"Paul and Jesus" '..hich invited the attention of a great
many scholars, was TIarnack’s "Double Gospel." '^eissrsann
conmients thus:^^ "The v.hcle development of early Christianity
to -hich \dorf. Farnack has lately applied the term ’double
rospjel,’ i.e., the gosp;el of JeSUS and the gospel of
Paul tc the cult of Jesus Christ, that cult deriving its
sust-c;nance and its lines of direction from the Gospel of
Jesus and the mystic conterr.plation of Christ."
The Double Gospel is:^'^ (1) the gospel of the king-
dom of God Jiich is the glad tidings to the poor and meek,
taught by Jesus; (2) the gospel of grace that gives eternal
life by saving the believers from sin through the death and
^3* Paul , in the preface.
14. Harnack, \us '"is s enchaft und Leben , TI. s212-224
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resurrection of the fon of God, taught by P-‘ul. Harnack thinks
these do not oppose each other, and tries to bring then, closer
together. To Harnack, the first implies the Truth , and the
second the Way ; then the combination of both brings the Life .
Paul is the most luminous personality in the history
of Primitive Christianity. It v/as T'aul v;ho deli vered ’ and
definitely conceived the Gospel as the message of redemp-
tion already effected and of salvation now i:resent. He
preached the crucified and risen Christ, who gives us access
to God and therewith righteousness and peace. "The inter: retation
of Christ’s death and resurrection was, indeed, sc far
-I
as we know, original with Paul."-*--^ It was he who con-
fidently regarded the Gospels as a new force abolishing the
religion of she law.
It was Paul Vi/ho perceived that the religion in its
new phase pertains to the individual and therefore to all
individuals; and in this conviction, and with a full conscious-
ness of vvhat he was doing, he carried the Gospel to the
nations of the world and transferred it from Judaism to the
ground occupied by Greece and Homie. ^"’ot only are Greeks and
Jews to unite on the basis of the Gosp^el, tut the Jewish
15 . McGiffert, Hist, of Christian Thought , I. p. 21
1{
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disjjensation itself is nov>/ at an end. That the Gospel was
transplanted from the T^ast, v«here in subsequent ages it -as
never able to thi'ive properly, to the '"est, is a fact which
we owe to Paul. It V\/as he who placed the Gospel in the
great scheme of spirit and flesh, inner and cuter existence,
death and life; he, born a Jew and educated a Pharisee, gave
it a language, sc that it became intelligible, not only to
the Greeks but to all men generally, and united with the
v^hole of uhe intelleciual capital which had been amassed
in previous ages.
There are the factors that go to make the "qc sale’s
greatness in the history of religion, ’’".'ellhausen
declares," comments IJarnack,^^ "that Paul’s s]ecial -ork
was to transform the Gcsiel of the king lom into the Gosq^el
of Jesus Christ, so that the Gcs^’o! is no longer the prophecy
of the coming of the kihgdom, but its actual fulfillment by
Jesus Christ; in his view, accordingly, redemption from
something in the future has b>_come something which has
already happened and is nov^ present. He lays far more
emphasis on faith than on hope; he anticipates the s-_nse of
future bliss in tlie present feeling of being God’s son;
he vanquishes death and already leads the new life on earth.
He extols the strength vhich is moide perfect in '.weakness:
tPie grace of God is sufficient for liim, and he knov^s that
l6. What is Christianity ? p. 177^’*
r(
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no power, T.res>-nt or future, cun t"ke hiic fror^i His love, and
that all things work together for good to thcni that love dod.”
that knowledge, .-hat confidence, what strength, was necessary
to tear the new religion from its mother e.arth and plant it
in an entirely r.ew one
,
"The sacred history of these early days actually
had," Deissman S' ys ,^7 "the source of its inner regress
in the fact th-t the Hessianic movement released through the
Gospel of Jesus ..ith its thoroughly iractical attitude to,>/ards
the ax i_ reaching and of the \'.orld and the Lmediately expected
Kingdom of God, in the end was historically consolidated
into a cult of Jesus as Lord.- To jut it in other ^-jords
,
the Gospel became transformed into -Ghristianity . " To
Heissmann, cult means "a practical dej-endence u^on, a
practical attitude towards, the deity on the part of a single
individual or of a conmunity . It is a modus col.--ndi
Deum . In other words, "a cult of Jesus as Lord" means
to accept Jesus as the savior through the i ersonal
experience; it is the experience of the personal relationship:
<«ith Jesus that is, union ;ith Christ Deissmann calls it the
"Christo-mystic" experience. It is the experience that de-
clares "I have been crucified with Christ, yet I live; no
longer I am, but Christ lives in me."^^
Ly conclusion is, therefore, this: the charge that
17. laul, p. 117
18. Ibid.
, p. 11$
19. Gal. 2:20 (my personal translation)

Paul changed the character of the original Gosi;el is too
extreme and narro-.. . It is true that the exterrial form of
Paul’s Gospel is much different from that of Jesus’ Gospel,
but it does not mean that laul has ^ created the nevy r-_ligion
independently of Jesus. Jesus lid not give any hint
as to the significance of Pis suffering <;nd death although
he mentioned them so often, v.hile Pe.ul emphasized again and
again the fact of Jesus’s death and resurrection,
me, it is the new interpretation of Paul of the fact of
Jesus’ death and resurrection, and is also the progress of
the principle laid in the leligion of Jesus, which Paul has
carried out in his personal experience. Go laul declares
in confidence: '’T certify .you
,
brethren, that the gospel
hich v/as preached of me is not aftei- a-an. For I neither
received it of men, neither was I taught it, but by the
20
revelation of Jesus Christ."
20 Gal. I:TIf

Conclusion
On the side of general Christian history, we
conceive that Paulas great achievement was the carrying
forv(/ard of Christian thought from the narrower to the
broader school. Others, doubtless, contributed to this
momentous change, but the eminence given to Paul by the
early Christian Church, together with our ability to trace
and understan-- such a development in his own thought from
a Jewish apocolyptic to a Hellenistic stage, powerfully
suggests that we have in Paul the chief agent in the
transition. One could have wished for more light on
Paul’s earlier thought and on the beliefs of the Primitive
Christian commiunity and the relations of the Hellenistic
and Palestinian Christian groups at the time of Paul’s
conversion. Our reconstruction of history must be
largely conjectural. But if we may not determine with
certainty the exact nature and measure of Paul’s agency,
we may definitely place him as identified v;ith and conspic-
uously serving the momentous movement, the beginning and
ends of which stand in quite clear historical light.
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Now, “the beginning of Christianity is a
synthesis between Judaism and the Graeco-Oriental thought
of the Empire.”^ Indeed, by merely reading the previous
pages, we may get an impression that Paul was a mere
product of the age; we may assume wrongly, as Bousset
and others, that Paul is a mere painstaking borro'wer of
the contemporary thought; and we might feel that Paul
would be an emanation from his environment. This con-
clusion. is, 'however, untrue. As Pfleiderer says, ^
“the theology of Paul did not orginate in his head, was
not the product of cold ratiocination, but had its source in
the heart, in living experience of that power of God to effect
salvation which the Gospel brings vdth it.“
Paul was not simply an evangelist; he was a
profound, original
,
and independent thinker. In spite
of his rabbinic training, which was certainly not cal-
culated to encourage intellectual boldness and self-reliance,
he was always alive to the teachings of his own intuition
and experience, fearless in following their leading, quick
to adjust traditional notions to the truth thus learned.^
“The striking originality of Paul’s character is,“ says
Findlay,^ “due to the fruitful combination in it of two
1 . BC, I, p.266.
2
. Influ, of Paul '>n the Develop, of Christianity, p. 47 .
3. McGiffert, ApostoMc p.llb.
4
. HDB, III, p.699.
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spiritual forces, which are seldom found united in this
degree in one personality—dialectical power and religious in-
spiration, or the activity of V v .5 and that of the
"1^ V Add to these attributes Paul's heart of
fire, the grow of passion and imagination which fused his
mystical intuitions and logical apprehensions into one,
his fine sensibility, his resolute will, his manly sincerity
and courage and woman-like tenderness, his vivacity,
subtlety and humour, his rich humanity and keen faculty
of moral observation, his adroitness and ready tact,
his genius for organization and inborn power of command, and the
vigorous and creative, though not facile, gift of expression
that supplied the fitting dress, as original as the thought
behind it, with which his theology clothed itself,—all
these qualities and powers went into the making of
Jesus Christ's apostle to the nations, the master builder
of the universal Church and of Christian theology,
Saul of Tarsus was a man of such vehemence and power
that he was at the head in whatever circle he moved,
v>/hether as Saul the persecuting Pharisee, or as Paul the
laboring missionary. If he was chief of sinners, he became
chief of saints; if he was the man of action whirling over
the homan Empire, he was doing it with constructive states-
manship with no less a purpose that to bring the Roman Empire

to the feet of Christ, He was the very type of missionary
statesman demanded to-day in every part of the earth.
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anil it ±:Christianity is an historical reliyicn,
nade up of ev.^nts, or to say at, least, stninrs cut of
events. F. uackson and Y, L.he insist that Christi^ nity
is a cosiplex reli£;ion of nn.ny, and it is a jrocesSj not
a result. I, however, wish to say that Christianity is
a result ..nd a process; ,'for it is certainly true that
-hnstianity is a result of Judaisro. The v,crds of dchn
the Ba_t.tisu, "he loust incx'ease, but I i.^ust decrease," indi-
cate the feelinp; to' be thb forerunner of a more nerfect
system. Also, Christianity is a , recess; it yrev; and be-
came like ouher historical thinrs. Indeed, Christianity
had been ch:-nged by its passage from Galilee to Jerusalem,
from Jerusalem to Antioch, and then to Home.
Ci'nce haul was the originator of Christian theology
if we desire to troice Christianity as a result and a pro-
cess, we have to go to haul himself
,
his experiences and
eni iroiinent
,
for it is not possible to distinguish jerson-
oj-ity irom the conci’ete interests and values associated <ith
it, nrom time to time man finds himself forced to reconsider
current and inherited beliefs- and ideas, to go. in some har-
mony between present and past exieriences. A discovery of
the f.;.;ct than the person is in a constant process of dei en-
k kj
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dence on, and interaction v;ith, his environment is a
nreat contribution of modern sycholory.
""hence do we obtain our knowledge of laul and his
relation to his envirorin.ent? 2y "sources" is meant the
literary materi: Is available for beccininr acquainted v.'ith
P-ul’s characteristic way of thinking on the leading then.es
connected Vvith the dh.L‘istic.n faith. ftiere are thirteen so-
called F uline bristles, and these ore classified as fol-
lows: I) the Controversial groui
;
2} the Prison group:
3 ) thti Pastoral group: and 4) the ilissionary group. The
Controversial group is coilled also the "'doctrinal group
,
and
is the best source of Pauline Theolc^-y. The Prison
grcup', called tPie Christologica 1 group, is also important.
In uhis thesis these tv.o are used chiefly because the last
L\\0 groups are least import- nt. Also we should not forget
the Acts of the .'p.^ostles, because these present vivid pic-
tures of Paul’s activity and the primitive church.
The Pauline Theology is char-' cterized as the ^npirics
Theolcgp': it is based on Paul’s o-„ri experiences. .'-.'ithout
understanding its feature we can Piardly find out the central
core of tiie Pauline P‘'heclogpm .ilso we have to know the i^.eth-
ods of Paul’s discourses. I"e v; as a Jew, and at the sa;me tio:e
a L.etropolitan: it seems that he could employ j^ossible all
means and methods to express his thought, so without lx.o\;ing
these we may conclude his thought in a superficia.l form. Par-
allelism, diatribe, allegorp', typology, etc., are typical in
«r
o
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the Pauline thought and expression.
to I have stated o.lroady
,
rclj^don is essentially an
eternal going-out in search of coispleteness and v/holeness
of life; it is a process. Therefore, to study 1 ul’s
:
er-
son^-ility
,
his religious experiences, and the ccncrete envir-
onment associated with him is essential for the Pauline
study. Since the Pauline Theology is the erg irical theol-
Paul’s exT.eriences are central. Paul was a Hellenistic
Jew, having Homan citizenship and being educated at Jeru-
s^-lerc as a rabbi. These exp-=riences influer^ced his thoughts
greatly, and resiched a climax at his conversion on the rood
to Damascus. The Gelation passage shows that Paul conceived
of his conversion as sudden and abrupt: it apparently ex-
cludes the idea that his conversion was the result of a rrsd-
ual chonge in his mind. IHvortheless
,
though it is clc':-r
that lo.ul thus xittures his conversion, there can be no doubt
that his experience had been such not as to effect, but cer-
ro
^
i Sj^are hiii. fcj.', the ci- .nge . The oriental - I ~ ' l©n—
Is.tic city Tarsus, his study at the feet of Gamaliel, his
violent persecution, and Gtephen's heroic death, - all these
prepared the way for his conversion.
Home conquered the world ^nd established the empire.
The gave considerable liberty concerning religious and in-
tellectual life; so religions and philosophies of the con-
quered nations flourished all over the em: ire
. Paul lived
and breathed in these circumstances. Among these, Judaism,
r
15$
Hellenism, and n.ystery-relj^ions are csvecially recog-
nised as the contributors for the formation of the i'auline
Theology,
':"he foundation of Judaism rests on tv/o princiyles :
the unity of God and the choice of Israbl. "^he denounces
idolatry and olyth^^ism. Paul was rroud of being a J^w,
and he iriherited these features from Judaism - this, inherit-
ance constituted a leost substantial factor in his unought,
ano he completely accepted the Old Testament in the bargain.
Tlso the Jev»/ish pluralistic idea of the universe, past and
present, and angels and den.ons, are borrowed by laul. ihe
interesting thing is tin. t Foul used .''.dam anl 'braham, con-
trasted with Jesus, for expounding his chi-^f doctrines -
sin and r. dompticn. According to Trede , the Pauline Theo-
lorv is ierived from Judaism,
",’hau is Hellenism: lu is Greek character, spirit or
civilization, Rom.e conquered the ..orld, politically and
militarily, but Greece conquered it intellectually. Go an
int'.llectual, Paul, of course, could net escape from the
influence of T^ellenism. find ah: t ^-nthropomorphism was
the strongest bias of the Heller 1st* s -religious imagination
and v;ith this v;e associate his r'assicn fo^- idol" try
hero-worship; and that freedoni and inuividualisi.. are
nd
the
essential core oi Gi'eek inought, '.;c- ;
tended to degenerate into license and
was bothed .ith a cert^-in atmosphere
odmit that this freedom.
c
:
price, yet Paul
of liberty in Greek
ci'^ies and PTellenistic society. Tithout any forfeiture
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of his rhsraisic loyalty, Paul, a Fellenistic Jew of '^arsur , '
oj. ened his n.ind uo the best thinys in ^reek culture.
The recent investiyctions of ^-^enr.etic writings, n.:v; die
coveries of inscrij tions , and jccyri give us better understand-
ing. of the religious conditions in the P.oman di.gii e. Indeed
these investigations g ined consideration concerning ii.ystery-
religions. Cf course the investigation is not yet congleted,
and it is too early to say uhst the Pauline Theology icg. lies
definitely the eleiaents of mystery- religion, but I believe
that v.e are allowed to gresuo pose its influence on Paul’s
thought, and ^roceed with our investigation. The features
of mystery- religion are the initiation and its subordinate
ceremony of purification. The Tluesind.:.n mystery was most
influential ^mong theii., .-nd the bypothe.sis is g..ner..lly ac-
cep.'ted that Paul’s concepts of baptism ;.n:l the Lord’^ suiyer
are derived from it. The recent discovery of a wall -picture
in Pompeii concerns the Orphic - interpretation of ' the deaths and
resurrection of Jestis. ' ioh u-: •. f..ic yth ...
The best of '.11 the hypothc' es, the relation between
imul and Jesus, is yet the most difficult one. "h‘ede be-
lieves tli-at Jesus had nothing to do viith Paul, and Paul is
the second founder of Ihristianity . Farnack stat.. s this
problem in his form of the Fouble dcspels. hany critics
Aei£
arise and discuss this i:rohlen.. Generally, though,they
agree thsit there is soise difference betv/een Paul and
Jesus, yet they ihsist that frede’s theory is ; fs^r-
fetched one, and tend to adndt the iinuediate relation
between Paul and JcSus.
fo often we tend to assume, as have Pousset exd other
that Paul rs a. mere painstaking borrower of the contem-
porary thoughts when ,e study about the environisental
background of Paul, but it is untrue. Th_- striking orig-
inality of Paul is T'.ointed out throughout his epistles;
in spite of his rabbinic training, which v;as certainly not
calculated to encourage intellectual boldness and self-
reliance, Paul was always alive to the teachings of his own
intuiuion and experience, fearless in follov/ing their
leading, quick to adjust traditional notions to the truth
learned
.
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